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I ABLE 2 
COLL ECTION DAT ES FOR WEST ERN LAKE ER I E  
FISH LARVAE SURVEY- 197 6 
Cruise No. Field 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
·. 
A 1/1 4- 1 3  4,...2 1  4-30 5- 1 0  5-22 
A 1/3 4- 1 3  4-30 5- 1 0  5-22 
A 3/1 4- 1 3  
A 1/2 4-2 1  
A. 2/1 4- 1 3  4-2 1  
A 1/4 4- 1 3  
A 2/2 4- 1 3  
A 312 4- 1 3  
B 4/2 
B 5/1 4- 1 3  
B 6/2 4- 1 4  
B 5/2 4- 1 3  
c 1/1 4- 1 3  
c 3/1 4-r 1 3  
c 4/1 4- 1 3  
c 2/1 
c 3/2 4-23 
c 5/1 4.-23 


















5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
eD- 1 .0  5-22 
5._1·'0. 5-22 
q-9 .5-21; 5-30 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5•22 
5- 1 0  5-22 
5- 1 0  5-2 1  
5- 1 0  5-2 1  
5- 1 0  5-22 
c 1/4 4- 1 6  4-23 4-29 5- 1 0  5-2 1  
c 5/2 4- 1 2  4-23 4-29 5- 1 0  5-2· 1 
c 4/2 4- 1 2  4-23 4-29 5- 1 0  5-21 '  
c 2/3 4- 1 2  4-23 4-29 5- 1 0  5-2 1  
c 1/5 4- 1 2  4-23 4-29 5- 1 0  5-2 1  
c 313 4- 1 2  4-23 4-29 5- 1 0  5-2 1  
D 6/1 4- 1 4  4-24 4-29 5-8 5-2 1  




















































6-9 6-23 7-5 
6-9 ' 6-23 7-5 
6-9 6-24 7-7 
6-9 6-25 7-7 
6-9 6-25 7-7 
6-9 6-25 7-7 
6-8 6- 19 7-4 
1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  
7- 1 2  7-28 8-4 9-3 
.7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 5  
7- 1 2  
.7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  
7- 1 2  



















































7- 1 2  7-28 8-4 8- 28 
7- 1 2  7-28 8-4 8- 28 
""-23 8-5 8- 27 
7-23 8-5 8- 27 
7-23 a.-s 8- 27 
7-23 8-5 8-27 



























































1 2 3 
4-1 4  4-29 
4-1 4 4-29 
4-.1 2  4':"'23 4.-30 
4�1 5 4-28 
4-1 5 4-28 
4-1 5 4-23 4-28 
4-1 4  4-23 4-30 
4-1 4  4-23 4-28 
4-1 4 4-23 4-28 
4-1 4  4-28 
4-1 5  4-28 
4-1 5 4-28 
4-1 5 4-28 
4-1 5 
4-1 4 4-28 
4-1 4  4-28 
4-1 4 4-28 
4-1 5 4-28 
4-1 5  4-28 
4-1 4 4-28 
4-1 5 5-1 
4-1 5 4-28 
4-1 5 
4-1 4  4-29 
4-1 4  4-29 
TAB LE 2 CON'T. 
COLLECTION DATES FOR WESTERN LAKE ERIE 
FISH LARVAE SURVEY - 1 976 
4 5 
5-8 5-2 1  
5-8 5-2 1  















































































6-1 9  
6-1 9  




6-1 9  
6-1 9  

















6- 2 1  
9 1 0  1 1  
7-4 7-1 5  7-22 
7-4 7-1 5  7-22 
7-4 7-1 5  7-2 1 
7-2 7-1 5  7-23 
7-2 7-1 5  7-23 
7-2 .7-15 7-21 
7-4 7-1 4  7-21 
6-30 7-1 5 7-21 
7-2 7-1 1 7-2 1 
7-5 7-1 1 7-2 1 
7-2 7-1 4 7-21 
7-2 7-1 1 7-23 
7-2 7-1 1 7-23 
7-2 7-1 4  7-23 
7-5 7-1 1 7-24 
7-5 7-1 1 7-24 
7-2 7-1 1 7-24 
7-2 7-1 4 7-23 
7-2 7-1 1 7-24 
7-2 7-1 1 7-24 
7-2 7-1 4 7-24 
7-2 7-1 1 7-24 
7-2 7-1 4 7-23 
7-4 7-1 5 7-22 
7-4 7-1 5 7-22 
7-4 7-1 5 7-22 
1 2  1 3 
8-3 8-1 6 
8-3 8-1 6 
8-3 8-1 6 
8-2 8-1 6 
8-2 8-1 6 
8-2 8-1 6 
8-3 8-1 6 
8-2 8-1 6 
8-2 8-1 6 
8-2 8-1 6 











































TABLE 2 CON'T. 




Station Field Crulse No. 
No. No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 3  1 4  
60 F 3/1 4-1 4  5-9 5-20 5-30 6-8 6-25 7-5 7-1 1 7-24 8-2 8-27 
61  F 4/1 4-1 4  5-9 5-20 5-30 6-8 6-25 7-5 7-1 1  7-24 8-2 8-27 
66 G 1/1 5-1 5-23 6...:8 6-23 7-2 7-14 7-24 8-3 8-28 
67 G 1/2 4-1 6 5-1 5-23 6-8 6-23 7-2 7-1 4  7-24 8-28' 
69 G 1/3 4-?-1 6 5-1 ' 5-1 1  5-'23 6-8 6-23 7-2 7-14 7-24 8-3 8-28 
70 G 1/4 4-1 6  5-1 :  5-1 1 5":""23 6-8 6-23 7-2 7-1 4 7-24 8-3 8-28 
7 1  G 1/5 4-1 6 5-1 5-1 1 5-23- 6-8 6-23 7-2 7-1 4 7-24 8-3 8-28 









"TABL E 3 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FI SH LARVAE SURVEY 
COLLECTION STATIONS 
Station Field 





5 A 1/1 
6 . A 1/3 
7 A 3/1 
8 A 1/2 
10 A 2/1 
11 A 1/4 
12 A 2/2 
13 A 3/2 
9 B 4/1 
14 B 4/2 
15 B 5/1 
16 B 6/� 
17 B 6/2 
56 B 5/2 
18 c 1/1 
19 c 3/1 
20 c 4/1 
21 c 2/1 
22 c 1/2 
23 c 2/2 
24 c 3/2 
25 c 5/1 
26 c 1/3 
27 c 1/4 
28 c 5/2 
29 c 4/2 
30 c 2/3 
31 c 1/5 
32 c 3/3 
64 c 2/4 
65 c 2/5 
Latitude 
N41°37 . 3' 
N41°39 .2' 
N41°41 . 6' 
N41°42 . 3' 
N41°43 . 7' 
N41°45 . 0' .. 
N41°46. 31 
N41°42 .2' 
- - .  .. 
N41°43 . 5' 
N41°43 . 11 
N41°42 . 4' 
N41°43 . 4' 
N41°47 . 5' 
N41°44 .4' 
N41°44 . 7' 
N41°45. 5' 
N41°45 . 0' 
N41°49 . 2" 
N41°39 . 1' 
N41°4o . o• 
N41°41 . 5' 
N41°37 . 8' 
N41°36. 0' 
N4"1°36 . 4' 
N41°36 . 4' 
N41°41 . 5' 
N41°37 . 9' 
N41°39 . 8' 
N41°38 . 8' 
N41°35 . 7' 
N41°32 . 2' 
N41°31 . 6' 
N41°33 . 2' 
N41°36. 4' 
N41°36 . 0' 
Longitude 
W83°33 . 4' 
W83°31 . 3' 
W83°26. 4' 
W83°26. 7' 
W83°25 . 71 
W83°22 . 8' 
W83°20 . 21 
W83°24 . 6' 
. - -
- ; -
W83°21 . 8' 
W83°20. 8' 







W82°59 . 0' 
W83°14.-0' 
W83°11 . 7' 
W83°08.7' 
W83°07 . 4' 
W83°04 . -o-' 
W83°03.,8' 
W83°o2 . 2' 




W82°54 . 4' 
W82°57 . 71 
W82°53 . 0' 
W82°53 . 2' 
W83°04 . 5' 












































TABLE 3 CON'T. 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FI SH LARVAE SURVEY 
COLLECTIO N STATIONS CONTINUED 
Statton Field 
No . Notation Latitude Longitude 
33 D 6/1 N41 °42 . 0' W82°52 . 9' 
34 D 2/1 N41 °42 . 8' W82°51 . 3' 
35 D 4/1 N41 °43 . 5' W82°50 . 2' 
36 D 5/1 N41 °39 . 7'  W82°51 .4'  
37 D 1 /2 N41 °34 . 5' W82°49 . 2' 
38 .· - D 2/2 N41 °35 . 1 '·· W82°49 . 51 
39 D 3/2 N41 °37 . 6' W82°49 . 1 ' 
40 D 1/1 N41 °39 . 6' W82°49 . 4' 
41  D 3/1 N41 °4 1  . 3' W82°47 . 8' 
42 D 5/2 N41 °39 . 3' wa2°47 . 2' 
43 D 6/2 N41°41 .2' W82°44 . 6' 
62 D 4/2 N41 °36 . 6' W82°48 . 0' 
44 E 1 /1 N41 °32 . 5' W82°46 . 7' 
45 E 3/1 N41 °33 . 4' W82°47 . 3' 
46 E 3/2 N41 °36 . 0' W82°45 . 6' 
47 E 6/1 N41 °38 . 7 '  W82°42 . 9' 
48 E 5/1 N41 °40 . 7' W82°41 . 6' 
49 E 2/1 N41 °39 . 8' W82°40 . 9' 
50 E 5/2 N41 °33 . 6' W82°43 . 71 
51 E 2/2 N41 °35 . 2' W82°40 . 9' 
52 E 1/2 N41 °38 . 3' W82°38 . 8' 
53 E 2/3 N41 °30 .4' W82°42 . 6' 
54 E 4/2 N41 °3 1 . 1 '  W82°41 . 5' 
55 E 6/2 N41°34 . 8' W82°39 . 6' 
63 E 4/1 N41 °35 . 0' W82°45 . E?' 
57 F 6/1 N41 °47 .2' W82°50 . 0' 
58 F 2/1 N41 °45 . 3' W82°49 . 5' 
59 F 1 /1 N41 °46 . 21 W82°49. 1 '  
60 F 3/1 N41 °45.4'  W82°41 . -7' 
61 F 4/1 N41°42.6' W82°41 . 2' 
66 G 1/1 N41°26.·'1'J wa2o56 .6' 
67 G 1/2 N41°27.at W82°54. -0' 
68 G 1/& N41°29.1' W82°52 .4' 
69 G 1/3 N41°27 .4' W82°46 . 1 '  
70' G 1/4 N41°30.0' W82°46 . 5' 












































TAB LE 3 CON ' T .  
WESTER N LAKE ERI E FI SH LAR,VAE. SURVEY 
CO L LECTION STATIONS CONTI N UED 
Station Field 
No . Notation Latitude Longitude 
79 MR475 N41 °32 . 5' VV83°41 . 9' 
78 Perrysburg N41 °33 . 5' VV83°38 . 9' 
bridge 
1 R- 1 N41 °37 . 2' W83
°33 . 8' 
1 A  R- 1 A  N41 °37 . 4' W83°33 . 6' 
1 8  R- 1 8  N41 °37 . 4' VV83°33 . 9' 
2 R-2 N41 °39 . 2' VV83°3 1  . 3 '  
2A R-2A N41 °39 . 2 '  W83°3 1  . 1 '  
3 R--3 N41 °41 . 7 '  VV83°26 . 4' 
4 R-4 N41 °42 . 3 '  VV83°26 . 7 '  
74 R-74 N41 °20 . 5' VV83°06 . 7 '  
7 5  R-7 5  N41 °23 . 7 '  VV83°06 . 4' 
76 R-76 N41 °25 . 4' VV83°04 . 0' 






















WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE SURVEY 
AREA AND VOLUME CALCULATIONS 
Depth Depth Area 
Zone Range (m) (Km2) 
1 0- 2 131.6 
R 0 - 10 Total 7.84 --
R . 0 - 7 Total 2.06 --
Volume 
(m3) 




6.52 X 106 
MR - Maumee Rlver Estuary from Corbutt Island downstream to mouth 




rw perch s 
B 
! bass s 
B 
! sucker s 
B 
1rd shad s 
B 




















1el catfi s h  s 
B 
)le madtom s 
. .  B 
Jmber of 1 arvae/100 m;S 
; - Surface sampl e 
� - Bottom sampl e 
TABLE 5 
DENSITY OF F ISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE R IV ER AND BAY I N  19761 
STATION 1 












0 1 4 
1 4 0 
I 
Species 
TABLE· 5 ( CO.N ' T . ) 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION 1 (CONT1D. )  











ow perch s 
B 
"e .bass s 
B 
e sucker s 
B 
17p.rd sh.ad s 
B 














1 .. tail shiner s 
B 
s s 






Number of larvae/100 m� 
TABLE 5 ( CON1T. ) 
DENSJTY OF FISH -LARVAE 
IN MAUME E  RIV ER AND BAY IN 19761 
I STAT.I ON 1 (CONI' D. ) 
5-14 5-18 �5-20 
0 1 2 











2 4 0 




5-25 5-27 6-1 ! dav nioht 
· o 2 0 
2 0 1 
0 0 5 17 
2 5 7 6 
0 1 
0 0 
2 47 10 187 
10 38 33 54 
0 
5 
0 26 340 70 








TABLE 5 (CON 'T.) 
DENSITY OF f. ISH LARVAE 
IN  MAUMEE R IV ER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION l ( CONT ' D. )  




ow perch s 
8 
� bass s 64 0 
8 43 4 
� sucker s 
8 
�rd shad s 1213 702 
8 117 83 












� s B 
�ai l  shi ner s 
8 -
s 170 11 
13 1 38 ' 1 
pie s 
8 
nel catfi 'Sh s 
8 
ole rnadtom s 
8 





ow perch s 
B 
e bass s 
B 
e -sucker s 
B 
ard shad s 
B 


















>i e s 
B 




Jmber of l arvae/ 100 m.:� 
TABLE ·5 (CON ' T . } 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION l A  















5-27 6-1 6-3 
9 83 32 
j m 1h 
49 174 1543 
97 449 255� 
0 
1 










d shad s 
B 
























1ber ·of larvae/100 m,J 
TABLE 5 (CON ' T .}­
DENSITV OF  FISH LARVAE 
IN t4AUMEE RIVER AND BAY\ IN 19761 















-TABLE 5 (CON ' T. )  
DENS ITY O F  F ISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE R IVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION lB 
Spec i es 5-20 5-25 5-27 6-1 6-3 6-8 
s 4 0 
B 32 1 
'-" perch s 
B 
bas s  s 19 2 14 32 0 1 1  
B 32 20 30 43 10 499 
sucker s 1 
B 0 
�d s had s 28 31 379 404 85 681 
B 47 52 359 809 124 132 




�d sh1ner s 
B 
erch s 1 1 10 0 













�1 catfi s h  s 
B 
s 1 b Zl 4 11 
B 1 1 43 9 0 




























1 shiner s 
B 







er of larvae 100 m� I 
TABC£.:5. ::{CON IT . ) 
DE NSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AN9 BAY IN 19761 
STATION 2 
4-15 4-7 4-8 4-13 . dav niaht 
-
l a 3 
















r ------- - -
TABHE ... 5JCON'T.) 
DENSITY OF FISH lARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION 12 (CONT'D.) 
Species 4-27 4 .. 29 niaht 5-4 5-7 5-10 5-12 
s 1 2 
B 0 0 . 
.ow perch s . 
B 
e bass s 1 
B 0 
e sucker s 3 6 1 1 
B 2 1 0 0 
ard s had s 1 I . 
B 0 




ald shiner s 
B 














nel catfish s 
B 
� s 
B . , 
umber of larvae/100m.; 
' 
TABLE 5· (CON ' T.} 
D ENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUME E  RIVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION 2 (CONT'D. ) 
Speci es 5-14 5-18 5:.20 5-25 5-27 6-1 day n iqht 
s o· 0 0 5 0 
B 28 21 1:\ ? ? 
�w perch s . 
B 
� bass s 1 4 11  5 5 404 
B 14 10 21 13 37 54 
� sucker s 
B 
�rd shad s 1 539 213 449 32 681 
B 9 29 106 101 88 49 




�ld shi ner s 
B 
perch s 2 
B 0 
·fe s · s 
�ye s 0 1 
s· 1 0 
s 
B 
1�.ai 1 shi ner s 
B -
ish s 
B ! ' pi e s· 
B 
rel catfi sh s 
B 
s 19 1 0 87 I B 1 3  0 23 
lUmber of l arvae/100 m;; 
----
I 
TABLE 5 ( CON ' T . )  
DE NSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY I N  19761 
STATI ON 2 (CONT'D.) 




w perch s . 
B, 
bas s  s 149 0 
B 53 43 
sucker s 
B 
rd shad s 7021 2361 
B 511 43 


















i e  s . .  
B 
el catfi sh  s 
B 
s 0 j� I B 1 60 53 





TABLE 5 (C ON'T. ) 
. DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE . I N  NAUNEE RIVER AND BAY I N  19761 
STATION 2A (Con • t.): 




perch s I B 
�ass s 5 t B - 4 128 . .  
ucker s I B 
shad s 20 I 2043 B - 13 1681 
ter drum s I l B 
s I B 
�rappie s I B 
�"ch s I . I 11 B 
�rch s . I B 
� s I I B 
s I B 
1 shiner s I B 
Shiner s I I B 
s I I B 
s I B 
. .  s !> I . . ! B 6 














































perch s I B 





ter drum � ., 
s f B 
rappie s 
B 
ch s I B 
rch s I B 
s I B 
s 
B 
1 shiner s 
B 




B .. s : 
B 
er or 1arvae/100 m� 
: 
' 
TABLE 5 (CON'T.) 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN HAUl·IEE RIVER AND BAY. IN 1976
1 
STAn oN 2A {Con • t.}: 




23 64 I :1 :91 638 
I 









I ' I 
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er of larvae/100 m, 
ht Study 
TABLE!.S!._tcON'T.) 
DENSITY OF  FISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION 3 ·. 















TABLE r&t.(CON • T.) 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY. IN 19761 
STATION 3 {Can't.) 
Species 4-23 4-22/ 232 4-27 4-29/302 5-4 . .  S-7 
s 0 
B l 
perch s 0 2 0 5 
B 6 6 3 2 
bass s 
B -. .  
sucker s 3 
B 0 
d shad s 5 0 
B 0. l 










e s l 0 
B 1 2' 
S· 1 
. B l 








. .  s 1 : 
B 0 




DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION 4 (CONT ' D. )  
Species 4-27 4��� nio 5-4 5-7 5-10 5-12 
s 
B 
perch s 0 0 0 
B 13 7 1 
bas s  s 1 3 
B 0 0 
sucker s 
B 
� shad s 14 0 
B 3 1 




� shi ner s 
B 
rch s 1 1 8 0 0 e s 
8 
e s 0 0 
8 6 1 
s 
B 
























d shad s 
B 






















. .  : s ' .  B 




TABLE·15 (CON ' T . ) 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 


































TABLE 5' (CON ' T . )  
. DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
IN HAUMEE RIVER AND BAY . IN 19761 
STATION 3 ( Can ' t . )  : 
Species 5-25 5-27 5-27/282 6-1 6-3 . . 6-8 
s 5 0 
B 0 1 3 . 
perch s 1 j 
B 0 0 
bass s 53 4 1 12 3 48 0 B ]5" 95 48 1 2  0 27 
sucker s 
B 
d shad s 64 36 
. , 1 50 35 271 436 B 1 3. 4 72 3 ?1 4R 1 











s 1 1  1 0 
B 0 0 1 
il shiner s 2 
B 0 






. .  s 64 I 21 !>Z.:S �ti.:S 660 ! B 61  4 35 630 638 461 





































�r of 1 arvae I 100 m.j 
TABLE I .5 !..{.CON IT . )  
DE NS ITY OF F ISH LARVAE 





















TABLE 5 (CON1T . )  
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUMEE RIVER AND BAY IN  19761 
STATION i4 ( CON1T . ) 
Speci es 5-14 5-18 5-.20 day n i qht 
s 0 0 0 1 
B 1 1 3 1 
Dw perch s 1 
B 1 
� bass s 0 3 1 
B 1 5 0 
� sucker s· 
B 
�rd s had s 1 4 4 
B 0 4 0 










�ye s l 
B 0 
� s 3 B 0 
ail shi ner s 
B 
"sh s 
B ! ' pie s 
B 
�el catfish s 
B 
s I !> u 
B 1 2 3 
�mber ot l arvae/100 mj 
5-25 5-27 dav n i oht 
3 1 
n 1 
26 9 6 
? 14 10 
13 !2.7 16 




1 138 57 
















:>w perch s 
B 
e bass s 
B 
e sucker s 
B 
ard shad s 
B 


















pie . s 
B 




Jmber of 1 arvae/100 m� 
-
TABLE 5 (CON'T . )  
DENS ITY OF FISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUMEE R IV ER AND BAY IN 19761 











































ail 'shi ner 
sh 
�·-shiner..:·. 



































ltber of larvae 100 m_, I 
TA"BLE A (CON ' T . ) 
DENS ITY OF F ISH LARVAE 
IN MAUMEE R IV ER AND BAY IN 19761 
STATION 78 











5-25 . 5-27 6-1 da_y ni_ght 
0 '3 582 1 
1 0 259 2 
4 2 3 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 3 
4 5 
10 1 1  10 13 
0 5 2 1 
2 
1 3  
0 1 
0 __Q_ 
0 0 0 I 3 _0_ _l 
TABLE 5 (CON'T . ) 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUMEE R IV ER AND BAY lN 19761 
STATION 78 ( CON 'T. ) 
Speci es 6-3 6-8 
1 10 3 
2 - 11 3 
pw perch 1 . 
2 ' 
1e bass 1 1 
2 5 
je sucker 1 2 
2 4 
ard s had 1 " l 2 
2 1 0 




�ld sh i ner 1 ' 
2 
perch 1 




1'- 1 . 2 
11-ai l s hi ner l 
2 . 
·sh l I 
2 � 
' l - 6 
2 - 61 
�el catfi s h  1 
? . 
ple madtom 1 
. I ? ' 
mber of larvae/100 m.:S 
-
Spec i es 
12 -
2 
ow perch 1 -
2 
e bass 1 
2 -· 
e sucker 1 
2 
ard shad 1 
2 ' 

















J ie  1 
2 






Jmber of larvaei1oo m3 
I -�Repli cate sample no. T 
2 - Repl i ca te sampl e no . 2 
TABLE" 5 ·� CONJ T . ) 
DENSITY OF FISH LARVAE 
















4-21 4-23 4-27 .N_i nht 
1 37 12 






60 1 1  217 
20 1 6  1 91 
·:· 
TABLE . 5  ( CON ' T . ) 
DENSITY OF F ISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUMEE R IV ER AND BAY I N  19761 
STATION ·79 (CON ' T . ) 
Speci es 4-29 5-4 5-10 5-12 5-14 n ight 
1 20 
2 18 




e sucker 1 0 0 
2 1 5 
rd shad 1 
2 




















e1 catfi s h  1 -
2 
1 0 638 1 6  702 1 0851 
2 . .  l 691 6 745 8590 
�r . � ' 
2 
�her of· l arvae/1 00 m3 
- Repl i ca te sample  no . 1 
- Repl i cate samp l e  no . 2 
·Speci es 
1 2  
2 
>W perch 1 
2 
� bass 1 
2 
� sucker 1 
2 
trd shad 1 
• 2 


















ti e 1 
2 
1el catfi s h  ·�1 
2 
:1. 
TABLE 5 ( CON ' T . ) 
DENSITY OF F ISH LARVAE 
I N  MAUMEE R IVER AND BAY I N  19761 









2 1 1 70 2 1  
�r 1 
2 
Jmber of l arvae/1 00 m3  
I - Repl i cate sampl e no . 1 
� - Repl i ca te sampl e no . 2 
' 
. I ABLE 5 CON'T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FI S H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
"tiise No·. :  �pril 1 2 ,  1 976 















































































- �  
. 





. .  
.' 
. . 
I A B LE 5 CON' T . 
WE ST ERN LAKE ER I E  F I S H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
rliise No·. : 6\prll 1 2 ,  1 976 






- . ' .. .  . 
arp 

























·s . . 
B 
s 












































I ABLE 5 CON' I .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FI S H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
ruise No·. :  Aprll 14, 1 976 
Sector: Sandusky River 







s . . . 
B 




















. TAB LE 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FI SH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
"'Uise No·. : April 1 7 , 1 976 
:tke Sector: Sandusky River 
� s 
z.zard sh"-d 
.inbow s-:el t 
terald shine� 




























· . s · 
B 
s 










































. . . . 
. .. 
: 









I ABLE 5 CON' T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERIE FI SH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Sur:-face and Bottom 
:ruise No·. :  April 22 , 1 976 
.ake Sector: Sandusky Rlver 
� s 

















































































. .  
. . . . .  . . . .  
. 








































. TAB LE 5 CON'T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per . 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
�ruise No'. :  -•April 26, 1 976 
_ake Sector: Sandusky R iver 
� s 74 
s 
5iz.zard shad a 
· s  
�ainbow ,sc;e! t B 
O:lllar"ald shiner- s 9 
Spottail shiner" . s  e 
. . . .  - S · 1' �  carp : a  1 
. ·: s Freshwater drum · a  
�ellow perch . s  : a  
rihite bass s · e  
�all eye 
. s  
B 
s 1 l'hi te sucker · a 0 
iucker s B 
s 
iunfish . B 
s 




I s �routperch B 
s Unknown sucker B 
Darter & G 
B 1 
s 
Bluntnose minnow B 
s 
Johnny dar-ter" B 
s 
























o ·  
7 '  
. 
"2 . . 
1 










TABLE 5 CON 'T .  
WEST ERN LAKE ERIE FIS H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
e No·. : April 28, 1 976 
Sector: Sandusky River 
74- 75 76 77 
s 3 0 
B 1 14 1 
· s  
B 
' s i(t��eral:l shiner 8 
: Spottail shiner 
. s  
B 
. S  1 ', Carp : e  2 
,Freshwater drur.� : s · ' 8  
Yellow perch · . s  : B  
White bass s 1 0 
' B  0 7 · 
'Hlleye . s  0 0 B 9 1 
s \tlite sucker · a 
Sucker s B 
s Sunfilih B 
s 
Blac;k crappie B 












- ·  - .'" 
. TABLE 5. CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers oF Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at SurFace and Bottom 
:ruise No·. : May 3 ,  1 97-6 
ake Sector: SaAdusk� R iver 
� s 74 75 76 77 
s 0 1 
iz.zard shad B 1 1 1  
s 







·. : s  . 
:arp : a  
: . s  -
reshwater drum · a  
ellow perch 
. s  
B 
hite bass s 0 1 · a  1 1 
all eye 
s 0 1 
B 1 Q 
s 1 
. 
kite sucker B 0 
s 
ucker B 
s 1 � urjfiSh .. B 0 
. 
s 
nack crappie B 




Jnknown sucker s B 
s 1 
)arter B 0 I 
s 
!luntnose minnow B 
s 
Johnny darter 8 
s 22 0 




TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FIS H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
ruise No·. : May 5 ,  1 976 
ake Sector: Sandusky River 
� s 
izzarcf sh:;.d 
a.inl::nw s:r.el t 
rael"ald shiner-
pottail shine!" 
. .  




















. 74 75 76 
s 0 
· B  1 








. S  . .  . 
: a  
. s 
· s  
. s 
: B  
s 
' B  
, S  
B 
s 















































. TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FI S H  LARVAE STUDY 
i 
Numbers ·of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
lruise No·. : May 1 1  













. .  
��u� 




































· a  





































































TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E  FIS H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
-uise No·. :  May 1 3, 1 976 
lke Sector:Sandusky River 
.:s:: s 
z,zard sh:ld 
























. S  
· a  
: s  
a 
. ·: s 
: a  
. ·s 
· a  
. s  
: a  
· s 
· a  
. s  
· a  
s ·  





















74 75 76 77 
- ·. . .. . 





0 2 6 
2 0 14 





. .  . 
c 
- .. 
. TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
ruise No·. : May 1 7 , 1 976 
ake Sector: Sandusky Rlver 
� s 
5 
iz_zard shad B 
. 5 
dnbow �elt B 
•erald shiner 5 B 
pottail shiner 5 B 
. . . s  . ' 
arp B 
0 5 reshwater dru::� · s 
ellow perch ? : B  
nite bass 5 · - · a-










llack crappie B 
lgperch darter 5 B 
·out perch 5 B 




lluntnose r:�innow e 
s 














































. ' . 





I ABLE 5 CON' T .  
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FI SH LARVAE STUDY 
N umbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubtc Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
;rl.iise No·. :  May 1 9 , 1 976 
.ake Sector: Sandusky River 
� s 74 75 76 77 
s 1 2 )iz.zard shad B 2 33, 
s 
!ain!:ow u.;elt I' B 
:.Uerald shiner . S  
· s 
5pottail shiner . s  
B 
. .  
. -s  5 ·  ' . .. : . 47 0 0 �ar·p 
B 5 54 2 1 
�reslr.vater drur.1 s : a  
fellow perch · : s B 
ihite bass s 1 2 0 
B 6 . 0 1 
ialleye . s  
B 
s 1 2 10 lhi te sucker · a  0 0 1. 
iucker s B 
s 
iunfish . s · · . 
s 
Black crappie B 
.ogperch darter s 0 B 3 
:rout perch s 6 
: ' 
Unknown sucker s 1 2 
B 0 1 
s 
Darter B 
s I Bluntnose mir:noa. B 
s I Johnny darter B 
s 332 132 2 4 eggs B i22 I ?1 1 1 
.· 




. .  
. "TABLE 5 CON' T .  
WEST ERN LAKE ERIE . FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
�ruise No·.-:  May �4; 1 976 
.ake Sector: Sandusky R lver 
� 74 75 76 77 s 
. 
5 1 9 . 32 ii��ard shad B 0 0 44 
5 . 
1-'!.i nb:l w s-:oe! t B 
:Serald shiner 5 
B 
5pottail shin!l" 5 B 
. 
.
. . . S . . . . 1 . '1 :arp 
B 0 0 





Illite bass s 4 13 
B 0 21 
, . 
(all eye . s 
B 
s 1 lhi te sucker B 0 
. 
iucker 5 B 
iunfish $ . . . . . . B . . 
5 
Black ' crappie 9 
.ogperch darter 5 1 4 B 0 2 
'routperch 5 
B 
: j ' 
Unknown sucker S• B 
Darter & 1 
9 1 
s 
Bluntnose Pinr.ow e 
5 I Johnny darter 8 
s 264 48 245 148 eggs 9 895 I 0 i4 174 








i ABLE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FIS H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of �arvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
rlilse No . :  May 26, 1 976 
� . ake Sector: Sandusky River 
I 
�  74 75 76 77 !" s 29 4 - 80 � G"izzard shad 
I� B 7 0 82 I · s  
I Rainoow s::-,el t · a 
�- s I[ E•erald shiner · a 
[ Spottail shiner 
s 
··B 
I �rp - - '; .. . . . s. .. . I : a  f Fr�sh�ate; drum . s  . . : b 3 "  . .  - .. . -· a 3 40 t Yellow perch : s  : B  
['White b:ss : s  0 1 17 · a  4 0 23 I 
I Walleye . s  
I B [ �i te. sucker s I · a 
r s 
I Sucker a 
:Sunfis� 
s .. 
B . . .  
I s 1 
I Black crappie B 0 
I s 1 1 �ogperch �arter B 0 7 . 
�routperch s 6 I ; 





I s i Bluntnosc minnow 8 
11Johnny darter 5 8 





. .  
-
.TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FI SH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface. and Bottom 
.. . 
Cruise No·. :  May 3 1 , 1 9.76 
Lake Sector: Sandusky River 
� s 
s Gi:!zard shad s 
. · s  
Rain!:aw S.":el t B 
Emerald shine,. s B 
Spottail shir:!!r s B 
. . S  
Carp · · s  
:s Freshwater dru.-:� · s 
Yellow perch 
. s  
B 
White bass s . B 




Sucker s B 
s 
Sunfisli . . 5 
s 
Black crappie a 
Logperch darter s B 
Troutperch s 
B 




Bluntnose �inno� a 
s 
















1 1  
·.:o 
. cf\ 
1 1  








. - . " 1 1  
0 
-· 
















TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FIS H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
lse No·.· : June 2, 1 976 
.._c ...... c Sector: Sandusky River 
* 
75 76 77 
11  367 · 128 
96 85 
s 
Rainl:ow s:r.el t B 
.Emerald shiner s · s 
. Spottail shiner s · B  
s 18 .. 21 -Carp : s  7 
. s  Freshwater dru:u ' 8  
Yellow perch . s  : s  
White b!l.SS s 16 B 0 
Walleye . s  B 
s White sucker · a  
Sucker s a 
s 
Sunffsh ·a  
s 
Black crappie B 
lo9!::�erch darter s 1 1  16 B 0 
Trout perch s 16 a 0 
Unknown · ·•�cker'· Ji:.. 
s 
B 






TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FIS H  LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
No·. : June 7 ,  1 976 
Sector: Sandusky R lver 
,74 75 76 77 
s 59 97 . 149 : a 20 13 691 




Spottail shiner s · B  
! Carp ·. S  2 1 
I : s  20 1 
Freshwater drum ·. S · s 
Yellow perch . s  : a  
White bass · s 1 g · a 2 138 
Walleye . s  a 
s 
· White sucker ·· a 




Black crappie B 
Log!Jerch darter s 0 B 1 1  
Troutperch s B 





"TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVA E  STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 (1 979) 
Lake Sector: A 
� s 5 8 6 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  
Gizzard sha:! s ' B 
Rainho-:" S.':!!!l t s 
. B . .  












Yellc-a perch s B . 


















S":lellmoui:i1 bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s IJ.ewife B 
s 
Lof'p��ch carte!"' 3 
s I Ci;anr:el c::�f!s� a 






i ABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  2 · (1976) 
L<;�.ke Sector: A 
Gizzard shad s 
B 
Rainbow s.•elt s 
B 



















White suc:<er B 
s Sucker B 
Sunfish s B 




Crappie . 8  
s 






Logpe:-cli darter 9 
s Chattnel ca':fis� B 
s 
Tl!.-:lr-l e  r.�ad':o::: 9 
s 
Un:Cn:ran � 
5 8 1 0  
12 8 47 28 
; ' 
TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae pe r � 00 Cubic Mete rs 
:ruise No . :  3 c1 976) 
ake Sector: A 
� 5 s 
Gizzard shad s B 
Rair:bOIV s:•elt s B 
En:erald· shiner s B 




Fresh\·1ater drum B 
s 3 Yellow perch B 7· 
5 






















loeperoh carbr 8 
s 
Chanr.el ca-';fis1 a 
s 





at Surface and Bottom 
8 6 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  . . 
0 19 1 0 3 
1 �() 0 ':\ 0 
-
. 
69 1 1 7 0 0 3 









TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  4 (1 976) 
Lake Sector: A 
� s 5 8 6 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 13 
s Gizzerd sha:l B 
Rainbow s:;,el t s 1 0 3 3 0 0 S' 0 1 0 . 2 4 lj 
Emere.ld shiner s ) B 
Spotta.il shir:er s B 
�arp :, 8 
s 
Fresh1vater drum B 
s 1 � 0 0 0 3 Yellow perch B lj 1 , 2 1 s 










Quillb�ck carpsucker 8 
s 
�on eye B 
s Creppie B 
s 
Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s Alewife B 
s 
logpe:-ch c!arter B 
s 
Channel ca.;fis� B 
s 
Ta:!pole r:�aa-:o::1 9 
s 
u��n�.'IO a 
• .  
• 
I 
Cruise No . :  5 
Lake Sector: A 
� s 
Gizzard shad s B 
Rainb:>w s=�elt s B 
Enoerald shiner s B 




s Freshwater drum B 
Yellow perch s B 
s 






















Logpe:-c.1 darter B 
s 
Channel ca-;;fis'l B 
s 
Tadp<Jle •:ud';o:;: 8 
s U'l�M':J'."iri 3 
TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WEST ER N  LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub i c  Mete rs 
/ 
(1 976) 












at Surface and Bottom 
1 1  1 0  1 2  7 ;  1 3  
7 
6 























r------------------------- -�� -� - � -
I AB LE . 5  CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STU DY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
i'Cruise No . :  7 (1 976) i Lake Sector: A I 
� s 5 8 6 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  
Gizzard she:! s 80 .�� 2 1 1  � 13  J 4 B 144 27 51 24 4 
Rainbow S.':l!!l t s 
B . 
&.er2ld shiner s 
B 
Spottail shiner- s 1 B 0 
� 
Carp B 
s 0 0 2 Freshwater drum B 4 1 0 
s 0 Yellow perch B 1 
White bass 
s 2 0 
















s 1 Crappie B 1 
s 






Logpe:-�h clar'ter B 
s I Channel ca-;f:is:, B 
5 T!.::fp�le r:a�-:'=:: 8 
s U:'l�'l'j'Mi .. 
:;. 




r-------------------------- -- - - - -
Cruise No . :  8 
Lake Sector: A 
� s 
Gizzard sha:! s 
B 
Rainbow s:::dt s B -
Eir.erald shiner s 
B 




































Lo�;>e:-ch darter B 
Channel catf:is� s a 




TAB L-E 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE �RI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r._ 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
( 1 976) 
5 8 6 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  





















bruise No . :  9 ( 1 976) 
.... ake Sector: A 
� 5 s 
Gizzard shad s 1 
B 7 
s Rair.bow s::�9lt 
B 








Fres!w1at9r drum B 2 
s Yallo-11 perch B 


















Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s t.lewife B 
s 
Logp�ch darter 8 
s 
Channel ca�fis:, a 
5 Ta-:!p-:!le r:tad':"J::; 9 










"TABLE 5 CON' T .  
LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  
0 1 
2 5 •. 
0 
2 
12 2 1 3 







iABLE 5 CON' i .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
bruise No . :  1 0  . ( 1 976) 
f-ake Sector: A 
� 5 s 8 · 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  
Gizzud shad s 2. 6 13 1 9 0 
8 0 9 19 10 0 13. 
Rainbow s::��l t s B . 
En:erald shiner s 2 1 0 106 1 





































s 2 Logp'!l:-ch darter B 0 
s I Chanr.el ca-;fis:, B 
s 




TAB LE 5 CON ' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at SurFace and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 1  ( 1 976) 
Lake Sector: A 
� 5 8 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  s -
Gizzard shad s o· 30 0 6 4 a 2- 18 4 2 7 
.Rainbow s::�elt s B . 
Emerald shiner s 17 2 15 25 2 267 10 B 0 2 0 2 0 14 0 
Spottail shiner s B 
�arp � 1 B 2 
Freshwater drum s 0 B 2 
Yellow perch s B 












Quillback carpsucker 8 
s 










logperch darter B 
s • Channel c;::tfis:, a 
s 
T!!.:iP"le oac!to:-: 9 
:; u��n:>wn a 
-
· TABLE 5 CON' T .  
VI/ESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
C ruise No . : 1 2  ( 1 976) 
Lake Sector� A 
� 5 8 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  s ' 
s Gizzard sha::J 19 4 0 0 B 1� 0 2 2 
Rair.�ow S.":'lel t s 
B . 





Carp B I 
s 2 Fresh�1ater dr-um B 2 
s ' 
YellO'II perch B 
White bass s e 
s 
Walleye B 




Sunfish B ' 
s 
-
Quillback cerpsucker 8 
s 




Smallr.1outh bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s I l.lcwife B 
s 
Log_::.er-ch darter 9 
s I I Channel ca�fis� B 
s Tadp'J!e r.:a-:=:o7- 8 









I bruise No . :  1 4  
'"""ake Sector: A 
� s 
Gizzard sha::! s 8 
Rainbow s.-:tel t s 
. B 








Yellcw perch s 8 
'd'nite be.ss s e 
Walleye s B 
s 

















Logperch darter B 
s 
Channel ca�fis:, s 
s 
Ta:Jp-:lc r:�aci:c::: 9 
s 
Un�t��"r' a 
':TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
5 8 1 1  1 0  1 2  7 1 3  
-
. 
2 3 ' o ·  0 
. 
-
TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Su rface and Bottom 
No • : 1 . ( 1 976) 
i. � 1 4  1 5  56 1 7  l -
' Gizzard shad s 
B 
1\a.in!:::>'.Y s::�el t s 
r. B . .  
Er.;erald shiner s 
B 
-� s 
Spottail shir.er B 
-
::. 
Carp · B 
s Freshwater drum B 
s YellcrH perch B 
s Wr.ite k.ass B 
s 
Walleye B 











Crappi e B 
s 
S11allmo:rth bass a 
s 
Bass B 
s :.le1·,i f E: B 
s 
Loftp::rch dar- tsr a 
s 
ChaMel c:�fisl; B 
s 
T::.:Z;:�le r:::;::!q.-':; 8 







Cruise No . :  
Lake Sector: 
TAB LE 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
3 ( 1 976) 
B 
at Surface and Bottom 
' �· 1 4  1 5  56 1 ·7 s 
Gizzard shad s B 
Rainbow S.':l!lt s ·  
• · B . -
&.erald shiner s 
B 




Freshwater drum s B . 
Yellow perch s B 
tfnite bass s B 
s ' Walleye s 
-
















IJ.ewi f e B 
s 
Logpe:-ch carter B 
s Cheonel c;;.-;f:.s:; 8 
.:i Ta�p?le r::ac-:o:-: 9 






�ruise No . :  4 . ( 1 976) 
�ake Sector: B 

































s 0 0 





























TAB LE 5 CON' T . 
LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 




TAB LE 5 CON' "T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
�ruise No . :  5 . (1 976) 
1-ake Sector: B 
� . ' 1 4  1 5  56 1 7  s . 
Gizzard shad s a 
Rainbow s::�el t s 2 6 0 3 B 5 19 116 ' 0 .. . 
























Quillb�k carpsucker 8 
-
s 
Mooney a B " 
s ' • 
Crappie B 
s 
Smallmouth bass B . 
s ' 
Bass . B 
s ' 
Alewi fe B 
s 
Logperch dader B 
s I Channel ca!fis� a 
s 
Tadpol e r.1ao';o:;: e 
5 
U:��n::t.�n � :) 
TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic 'Mete rs 
:;ruise No . :  6 · ( 1 976) 
_ake Sector: B 
� s . 
Gizzard shad s B 
Rainbow s:�elt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 
Spottail shiner s B 
:, 
�rp B 
Freshwater drum s B 
Yellow perch s B 
White bass s B 
s Walleye B 0 
s 


















logperch darter B 
s 
Channel ca�fis:, a 
., 
Tadpole oacito::: 9 
s 
Utl�nown a 
at Surface and Bottom 
' 













I AB LE 5 CON ' "T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
Cruise No . :  7 ( 1 976) 
Lake Sector: B 
1 4  1 5  
Gizzard sha::! s 0 0 B 4 1 
Rainbow s:::el t s B 













White bass s e 
s Walleye s 

















s 0 0 LogfJer-ch c!at"ter B 1 1 
s 
Channel ca-:;fis� 0 
5 
Ta:lp-:Jle oa:i';-;,-. e 
" 3  
U:'l�n�:;r. 3 
at Surface and Bottom 
56 1 7  
1 0 
:ruise No . :  8 
.ake Sector: B 
� s 
Gizz.ud sha:l s B 
Rainho\Y .S.':Iel t s B 
Emerald shiner s B 
s 




Freshwater dr-ue1 B 
s 
Yellow p�rch a 
5 










Quillback carpsucker B 
s 










Logpe:--ch C!!rt sr g 
s 
Channel ca-;f!.s� a 
s 
Ta:lp-:>le r.:ad';-:7" c 
3 
Un�n.,..•,r. - I 
TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of La rvae .pe r  1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
1 4  1 5  56 1 17 
, 
3 1 42 
0 0 9 
. .  
6 1 . 16 1 








! ' ' 
. 
'• 
I A B LE 5 CON' T .  
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of La rvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
�ruise No . : 9 ( 1 976) 
.ake Sector: B 
� 1 4  ' 1 5  s ' 
Gizzud shad s 1 & 1 
Rain '-ow S.":lel t s B 
Er.erald shin:r s 2 26 B 0 2 
s 1 Spottail shi r.er B 0 
::. 1 Carp B 0 
s I Freshwater drul'l B I 
s Yello·N perch B 
s 0 White bass e 1 
s Walleye B 
s 
W'ni te su:::l<er 6 
s Sucker B 
s Sunfish B 
s 
Quillb.acl< carpsucker8 










log::.e:-ch t!�i:sr s 
s 
Channel ca-:.f! s:-. a 
5 
Ta:ipo::! !  e�o-:�7- :: 
5 I ur.·<no:r ... n -
at Surface and Bottom 












I AB LE 5 CON '  I .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STU DY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and B ottom 
:;ruise No . :  1 0  . (1 976) 
_ake Sector: B 
� 1 4  1 5  56 1 7  s 
Gizzard shad s 4 0 0 B 9 � 4 
Rain t-ow s::�el t s B . . 

































Smallmouth bass B 
s Bass B 
s 
Alewife B 
s 0 Logperch carter 9 1 
s 
Channel caifis:-, a 
s 
Tadp-,le r.:acito:;: B 
.5 Un�n')Wr"o 8 
I 
I 
I ABLE 5 CON' I . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of l..,.a rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
:ruise No . :  1 1  (1 976) 
.ake Sector: B 
� 
. 
1 4  1 5  56 1 7  
s 
Gizzard sha:! s 0 8 2 
s ' Rainbo-.v S":lelt B . - . 
s 24 48 1 2  . 4 EJ:;erald shiner B 9 47 18 0 ' 














W'nite su::�sr 6 










Sr.tallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s l.lewife e 
s 
logperch dar ter 9 
s 
Channel c::-;Tis:.a B 
" 
T:d;;ole '"::::-:>:: 8 
















, ,  
: TAB LI;: 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Su rface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 2 . (1 976) 
Lake Sector: B 
� s 1 4  1 5  56 17 
Gizzard sha::! s e 
Rainbow s.-:�el t s B . 
Emerald shiner s 12 10 5 23 B 6 0 g 0 
Spottail shir.er s B 
� Carp B 
s Freshwater dr�:n B 
s Yello"H perch B 
s 









s -Quillback carpsucker 8 
s 










Log?erch c!;.:-ter B 
s I 
Channel c:;:� :'"is� 3 I 
s I Tadp?le t�a�:o- s 
3 
Un�n?•,,r. a 
TAB LE 5 CON'T.  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 4  (1 976) 
Lake Sector: B 
� s 1 4  1 5  56 1 7  
Gizzard shad s B 
Rain�ow �"::elt s B . 
Er.erald shiner s B 
Spottail shiner s B 
�arp � B 
Freshwater druo s B 
Yellow perch s B 
�fnite bass s B 
s 
Walleye B ;- . .  
s 






Quillback carpsucker 8 
s 










LoQ?e:"'ch d!.:-tsr 9 
Chennel ca";fi s:, 
s 
a 
T!!dpole cac:o-:: .:> 8 
3 Utl:O:n-;,·.�n 2 
I 
I 
TABLE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STUDY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
No . :  1 4  (1 976) 
Gizzard shad 



















1 8  "26 27 3 1  2 1  
3 
0 
30 1 9  24 32 20 29 25 28 
f 
f, TABLE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
pruise No . :  1 ( 1 976) 
rake Sector: c 
� 1 8  26 27 31  30 1 9 32 20 29 28 s 
Gizzard sha::! s B 
Rair.toiY s::��l� s ' B - ·  . 














5 Walleye B ' 














S11allmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s I Alewife B 
s 
log;>�l'ch darter B 
s I 
Channel ca-:fis1 B I 
s 




Cruise No . :  2 
Lake Sector: C 
� s 
Gizza:-d sha:! s e 
Rair.boW s::1el t s B 







Fr-eshwater dt'lm s B 





















Cllanr.el ca-:f! s:.., 
T�::Jp':l!e "'!ad::;.-




















TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
( 1 976) 










IASLE 5 CON ' I . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  3 (1 976) 
Lake Sector: c  
� w 1 8  '26 27 31  21  30 1 9  24 32 20 29 25 28 s 
Gizzard shad s 2 B 
.. ' 
Rain!;ow s::�elt � B . 
&.ierald shiner s B 
s 




Freshwater druo s B 
s 32 . 0 0 66 3 :  71 0 4 149 17 1 2  1 Yello-.11 perch 8 4 '1 1 24 224 6 1 B6 1 
s . .  
�rnite bass 8 
s 12" 
. 
5 68 .0 2 1 Walleye B '14 ':!4 2 "  0 
s . 







Quillback carpsucker 8 . .  
s 








l.le1�i fe 8 
s 
LOQ;l':!:"Ch carter 9 
• s I Chanr.el ca-:;fis:, B 
s 
Tac!;.�le "'lc-=i:�-:. 9 
s 
u,�n�:·m � . ·' 
s 1 Whitefish B 0 
-
8ruise No . :  4 
_ake Sector: C 
� 5 
Gizzard shad s B 
Raintow s::l!!l t s •· B 
Emerald shiner s B 
Spottail shfner s B 
:> �arp B 
Freshwater drum 5 B 












Quill back carpsucker B 
s 








Alewife . 5  
s 
Logp-:rch carter s 
s Channel catfis:, a 
s 
Ta:lp':lle oa:it<:>:;: 8 
s 
U.'l:C:n�wn � 
TABLE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STU DY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Su rface and Bottom 
( 1 976) 
1 8  26 27 31 2 1  30 1 9  24 32 20 
2 
0 
2 0 6 0 1 0 • 3 1 . 6  1 6  










�ruise No . :  5 
�ke Sector: C 
� pP' 
Gizzard shad, s 8 
s Rainbow S.":!!�lt B 































































TAB LE 5 CO N' T .  
LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 




23 � 10 0 0 0 0 0 \1 1' 6 5 5 14 16 15  . 




Cru ise No . :  7 
Lake Sector: C 
� s 
s Gizzard sha::l 8 
Rainbow S.':lelt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 




Fl"eshl9ater dru101 s B 
Yellow perch s B 
White bass s B 
s 
Walleye B 








Quill�ack cel"psuckel" 8 
s 










Log?e:-ch c!arte:- B 
s 
Ch�Mel ca�fis� B 
s 
T�::lp-:>l e  �ad':o::: 9 
5 
U!!�n:>-• ..-n 3 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numb e rs of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Su rface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
1 8  26 27 31  21  30 1 9  24 32 20 
0 0·  4 0 13 0 ; 
4 9 0 2 ; 3 1 
. 
1 










TAB LE 5 CO N'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
Cruise No . :  8 · (1 976) 
Lake Sector: C 
� 1 8  s 
Gizzard sha::l s 1 00 B 
Rainbow s::�elt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 1 
s Spottail shiner B 
Carp :> B 4 
Freshwater drum s B 
s 3 Yellow perch B 
White bass s B 55 
s Walleye B 
s 
W'nite sucl<er B 
s Sucker B 








Smallmouth bess B 




Log,oerch carter B 
s 
Channel c;:-;fis'l B 
<:> 











at Surface and Bottom 
27 31  21  30 1 9  24 32 20 
94 1 '1 58 3 6 15 2 4 11 215 9 1 5 2 0 
1 .·1 
40 4 1 1 18 0 3 
0 3 0 0 8 7 0 








29 25 28 
2 6 19 
8 0 23 
63 13 32 








�ruise No • : 9 
.ake Sector: C 
� s 
Gizzard sh;d s .  B 
Rair.!;ow s:;;!!lt s B . 
Emerald shiner s B 
Spottail shin!!r s B 
�arp � B 
s Freshwater dru::� B 
Yellow perch s B 
s 
\(nite bass e 
Walleye s B 
s 













Sr.lallmouth bass a 
s 
Bass B 
s l.lc:1ife 6 
s 
LoSJ.o!!:-ch carhr s 
C'";annel ::a-:.fis� s B 
T�:Jp-:le cc..d-;c-. 5 8 
:; 
U!'l�'l:t ... n :; I 
TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
( 1 976) 
26 27. 3 1  2 1  30 1 9  24 32 20 
0 � 0 0 0 4 2 9 1 
. . 
394 129 6 4 859 8 18 
50 29 0 0 28 1 10 




3 .  2 
. .  
-
29 25 28 
1 23 0 
0 1 1 
1 1 1  135 1280 
14 7 46 
0 0 0 
1 2 4 
J 
I 
TABLE 5 CON'T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub i c  Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
�ruise No . :  1 0  (1 976) 
,al<e. Sector: C 
� 
Gizzard sha:! s B 
Rainbow �;.":1:1 t s B 
Emerald shiner -� 
Spottail shine:" s B 
Carp 5 B 
Freshwater drum 5 B 
YellO'R pe:"ch s B 
linite bass 5 B 
Walleye s B 
W'ni te su:l<er 
s 
-�-
















Channel cr::�f!s� s e 
5 






























I ABLE 5 CON'  I .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numb e rs of La rvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Su rface and Bottom 
::;ruise No . :  1 1  (1 976) 
_ake Sector: C 
� s 1 8  26 27 31 21 30 1 9  24 32 20 
Gizzard shad s 0 1 3 B 1 0 0 
Rainbow S.':!;l t s B . .  
Emerald shiner s 1 3 1 1 1 4 B 24 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Spottail shir.e:- s B 
�arp ::. B 
Freshwater dt'um s B 
s YellO'.v perch B 



















Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s 2 Alewife B 
s 
Logpe:-ch darter B 
s Channel ce!fis� B 
s 
Ta:lpole oaa-:':l::: 8 
s u��nown 
!; 







"TABLE 5 CON' T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
No • : 1 2  ( 1 976) 
1 8  
• 
Gizzard shad 2 
Rainbow s.-:��1 t 


















at Su rface and Bottom 









. ·  
�ruise No . :  1 
.... ake Sector:  D 
� SJ 
Gizzerd shad s 
B 
Rain !A>�¥ S.":lel t s 
B 
Er.:erald shiner s 
B 
Spottail shir.er s B 
Carp :, 8 
Freshwater c!run s B 
YellcrN perch s 8 







s Sucker B 
Su�fish s B 
. s Qv11lbaclc cerpsucker8 
s 
1-boneye 8 
Crappie s B 
s 







Logperch darter B 




s U:1�n-:>wn � 
:::; 
Whitefish s B 
I ABLE 5 CON ' T  . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r roo Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
, 
( 1 976) 








TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  2 (1 976) 
Lake Sector: D 
� 40 37 '.34 39 41 39 35 62 36 · 42 33 43 s . .  
Gizzard shad s 
8 
Rainbow s:ael t s B . . . 





�p ;:, 9 

























IJ.e:tife s B 
s logperch derhr 9 I 
Channel ca-:;fis1 s B 
;:) 
T!.dp?le ca��o::: 9 
.5 U:'l�n':l'.m a 
-
f 
iASLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVA E  STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub i c  Meters 
' at Surface and Bottom 
�n.rise No . :  3 ( 1 976) 
,..ake Sector: D 
.� 40 37 '34 38 4 1  39 35 62 36 42 33 43 �SPecies . 
.. 
Gizzerd shad s 8 
Rainbow s::�elt s 8 . . .. 
Emerald shiner s B 
Spottail shiner s B 
�rp :;, B 
Freshwater drum 5 B 
Yellow perch 
5 1� 1 .5 0 1 1  0 B 108 z 17 6 1 4 
White �s s B . 
Walleye 
s 0 0 7 1 0 _ 8  14 3 1.5 3 
s . lrl'ni te suclce,. ( e 
s . 
Sucker . B 
s . . 
Sunfish e 
s Quill�ack cerpsucker8 
s 
M!:loneye B . -
s 
Creppie 8 
Sclallmouth bass s 8 
s 
Bass a 
Alewife s a 
s . 




Tadpole s.adto� :;, s 
s U"'kn'l'.vn a 
Seulpin s 0 B 1 
Whitefish s .5 B 0 
, 
Pruise No . :  4 
;..ake Sector:. D 
� �I 
6izzerd sha::l s 
B 
Rainl;ow s::��lt s 
8 
































&nallmouth tass B 
s 
Bass B 
s IJ.eltife B 
s 
logp'!:-ch darter 9 
s Channel ca�fis� a 
.;) 
T�dp?l a oac';�::: 9 




40 37 34 
. 
0 10 1 
, 20 3 




'TABLE 5 CON ' 'T . 
LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete r.s 
at Surface and Bottom 
36 4:J 39 35 . 62 36 42 33 43 
.. 
21 10 2 · 6 0 0 JB 10 6j_ 1 5 3 5 1 12 
0 1 0 





Cruise No . :  5 
Lake Sector:o 
� s 
Gizzard shad s 
B 
Rainbow s::.elt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 























a.ck Cel"psucker 8 
s 















T:adpole macito::: 9 
s 
Un!<n�.>n B 
TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 




0 0 0 � 1 . .  , 1 






· Cruise No . : 6 
r..ake Sector: D 
� s 
Gizzard shad s .B 
Rainbow s::�el t s B 




































Logperch darter 9 
Channel caHis:, s B -
s 
T�dptJle £1.acito::: s 
s U."'ltnowr. 5 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r· 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
( 1 976) 
,. 
40 











at Surface and Bottom 
' 
38 41 39 35 62 42 33 43 
2 0 0 1 5 1 
3 
o · 
28 1 0 
1 p 1 
' 
• 
I ABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe.r 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
,Cruise No . : 7 (1 976) 
Lake Sector: D 
� 40 37 ·34 38 41  39 35 62 36 42 33 43 s 
s 0 7 3 0 0 1 Gizzud sha::l B 1 12  8 1 5 5. 
Rainbow s.':lelt s B . . .  
' s &.eral;d shiner B 
. 5 1 1 2 4 
Spottail shiner B 0 0 0 1 
;::, 1 0 �rp B 0 2 
s 
Freshwa�er drum B 
s 0 
'(ellow perch B 1 
s 
W'nite bass B 
Walleye s B 
s 
White sucker B ' 
s 
Sucker B 
s Sunfish B 
s 
Quillb.ack cerpsuc:ker 8 









s Logperch darter B 
Channel ca�fis'l s a 
s 
Ta:fp-:�le oad-:o::: 9 
U:1:Cn'J'.�n s 3 
Cruise No . :  8 
.... ake Sector: o 
� �I 
Gizzerd 5ha:! s B 
�nhow s::elt s B 




















W'ni te su::l<er s B 




































40 37 34 
0 10 3 









I ABLE 5 CON' i .  
LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
38 4 1  39 35 62 36 42 33 43 
8 0 4 0 3 0 4 3 
124 2 9 . 4 49 2 2 6 .  
. .  
16.5 6 2 Z7 12 7 6 27 
12 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
4 '9 '1 1 
0 0 0 0 
1 3 3 0 0 
, 1 0 1 ., 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 1 1 
I 
- . .  
TAB LE 5 CON'i . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . : 9 (1 976) 
Lake Sector: o 
� s 40 37 34 sa 41 39 35 62 36 42 33 43 
Gizzerd shad s 0 670 23 �� 25 30 4 26 15 0 36 a 48 224 . 12 3- . 22 2 7 2 4 1 
Rainbow S.";J!!lt s B . . . 
Emerald shiner s 734 17 6 3 .. 62 � 58 49 7 37 B 155 7 0 Q_ 18 20 8 0 11 
s ' 
Spottail shine:- B 
«;arp ;:, 12 1 • 0  8 0 1 1 





























logperch darter 8 
s 




Utllcn!l'lln 5 e 
-
Cruise No . :  f 1  
Lake Sector: D 
� s 
Gizzard shad s 8 
Rainbow S.':JSl t s 8 




































�e\'life s B 
s 
Logpe:-ch <!erter B 
s 









( 1 976) 




I ABLE 5 CON' I . 
LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Me�e rs 
at Surface and Bottom 

















I ABLE 5 CON' I .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
Cruise No . :  1 0  ( 1 976) �ake Sector: D 
� Species 40 37 
Gizzard sM.:! s 1 3 B 2 8 
Rainbow .s:::elt s B 
&erald shiner s 4 14 B 0 3 
Spottail shir:e:- s 1 B 0 
Carp � a 
Freshwater drum s 1 a 1 
Yellow p-erc."t s a 




















Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass 9 
A!"ewife � I 15 0 
s 
Logper-ch darter a 
s Channel ca�fislo! 9 
T e.dfY.ll e oac';oo:. 
s 
9 
s I U:t:tn-:�wn � :. 
at Surface and Bottom 
' 34  38 41 39 3� 62 36 42 33 43 
� 0 1 � 0 2 0 1 
. 










"TABLE. 5 CON'"T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of La rvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 2  (1 976) 
Lake Sector: I? 
� .4.9 37 34 38 41 39 35 Q2 36 42 33 43 s 
Gizw-d sha:! s 0 8 1 
Rainbow s::�elt s B . . 
&.erald shiner" s 13 2 4 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 B 0 0 0 .0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Spottail shir.er s B 











Wnite, suc!c!!"' s 
s 










Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s 1 0 
IJ.En1ife e .Q 1 
s 
Logperch cart&r B 
s 
Channel ca�fis"'l B 
s 
T!l.:lp-:�le r.Ji!c-:o'"' 9 
s I U:L:tno·:.n � ::; 
Gizzard shad 





















TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 




























TAB LE 5 CON'T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
1 4· ( 1 976) 
D 
40 37 . 34 38 41  39 35 62 36 42 33 43 
1 
3 
Cruise No • : 1 
Lake Sector: E 
Gizzard sha:l 



















TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 




Pruise No . :  3 
�ake Sector: E 
� �I 
Gizzerd sha:! s B 
Rainbow �':lel t s B 
&.erald shiner s B 







YellO'N perc.1 s B 


















Slllallmouth !:.ass B 
s 
Bass B 
IJ.er�ife s e 
s 
logp'!rch c!arter 8 
s 
Ota.nnel .c:�:'.;fis:. a 
;:, Ta:ip�le r.:ac':<:l� 9 
s U.'l�f!�.ffl 2 
s 
Whitefish B 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numb e rs of Lar-vae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 

































TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN' LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
44 52 "49 51 45 46 63 54 48 50 47 55 
0 
. ·  
TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
� Cruise No . :  5 ( 1 976) 
· Lake Sector: E 
' � 44 52 "49 5 1  45 46 63 54 48 50 47 55 s 
Gizzard shad s B 
Rair:bO\II s:;Jel t s �I) 5 0 1 o · 0 � 0 B 24 . 1 . 6 2 2 _2 
Emerald shiner 5 B 




Freshwater drum s B 
s 1 0 3 1 8 0 3 0 2 0 Vella• perch B 1 9 2 3 0. 2 0 1 1 1 .  
White bass s B 
s Walleye B 






s . Quill�ack carpsucker8 
s 
Mooneye B 
s Crappie B 




s I l.lewife B 
s 
logpe:-ch da:-ter s 
Channel ca�fis:, s a I 
.::> 
Tadp�le ca=i-:o.-, s 
5 I U:1:Cn�.,-n !j 
s 0 Trout perch B 1 
"TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  6 ( 1 976) 
Lake Sector: E 
� s 44 52 49 5 1  45 46 63 48 50 47 55 
Gizzerd shed s 
B 
Rainbow s.":lelt s 3 0 0 0 
B . 8 1 :1 1  6 . 

















s . .  




Sunfish s B 
Quillb�k cerpsucker� 














Logperch darter a 







I AB LE 5 CON'T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
No . :  7 . (1 976) 
Gizze.rd s.'"lad 































































Ch&nnel ca';f is� 
TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 














TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
· Cruise No • : 9 (1 976) 
· Lake Sector: E 
� s 44 52 
Gizzud stud s 26 0 
B 1'3  
s Rainbow s:•elt B 




�rp ,:, B 





























Log::�'!:"Ch carter s 
s 















at Surface and Bottom 
51  45 46 63 54 48 50 47 55 
-
0 45 102 210 25 143 0 4 
24 14 8 21 27 '52 2 16 
. . 
8 1 39 227 45 43 471 66 26 
lj 0 8 17 14 1 24 8 6 
3 1 
0 0 
1 5 2 
1 .JO 1 
0 0 0 1 0 







TABLE 5 CON'T . 
WEST ERN LAKE ERIE FISh! LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae pe r 100 Cub ic Mete rs 
. Cruise No . :  1 0 (1 Q76) 
. Lake Sector: E 
� s 44 52 
Gizzucf s�:! s 1 B 
Rainbow s::�elt s B 
Emerald shinsr s 32 B 10 




Freshwater drum s B 
s Yellow perch B 
White bess s e 
s Walleye .B 
W'nite .sucker s B 
s 
Sucke10 B 
.s '  . Sunfish B 
Quill�ack cup sucker� 
s 




Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
Alewife s e 
s 
Logperch c!arter B 
Chartnel ca-;fis!t s B 


















































'53 50 56 





I ABLE ·5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 1  (1 976) 
Lake Sector: E 
� s 44 52 -49 51  45 46 63 54 48 50 47 55 
Gizzud shad s 1 B 
Rainbow s::�el t s a . . .. 
&.er�d shiner s 1 1 1 23 1 3 2 1 B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Spottail shir.el" s B 
















' S  




Moon eye B 







s AlE!\1ife B 
s 









IABLE 5 CON ' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers.  of La rvae per 100 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
·Cruise No . :  1 2  (1 976) 
Lake Sector: E 
� s 44 52 49 51 45 46 63 54 48 50 47 55 
Gizzard. shad s I B 
Rainbow s::J!tlt s B . - .. 












B . ' 





White sucl<er B 
s 
Sucker 8 
s Sunfbh B 











1 3 3 •  IJ.ewife 8 0 0 
s 
Logperch darter 9 
s Channel ca�fislJ 3 
s 





1 ABLE 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 4 (1 976) 
. Lake Sector: E 
� s 
Gizzerd sha:i s e 
Rainbow s.-:�t�lt s B 
Emerald shine,. s B 




Fresh1�ater drum s B 
YellO'.t perc.'! s B 
li'ni te bass s 8 
Walleye 5 B 
W'nite suc:Ce,. s B 






















logperch darter 3 
Channel ca-:fis:, s B 
Tadp"Jle tJac:�::: s 2 
U:'l:0:tl?'.'lt0 5 I -
44 52 . 49 51 45 46 63 54 48 50 47 55 




ruise No . :  1 
Sector: F 
Gizzud shl!.:l 
















TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numb e rs of Larvae pe r 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
59 58 60 61 57 
· Cruise No . :  3 
Lake SectorF 
� s 
Gi�u.d- $had s B 
Rainbow $.':1!tl t s B 
Emerald shiner s B 




Freshwater dr-um & B 
Yell.ow. perch s B 
W'ni tA l:u:.ss 
s 
B 
Walleye s B 
















l:.ogpe:-ch darter B 
s Channel ca!fis1 B 
;:, 
T!!.�pole �aacto::: · s 
s Un!<nown � 
!:) 
TAB LE 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVA!=:' STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Su rface and Bottom 
( 1 Q76) 
59 58 60 81 57 








"TABLE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cu� ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  � ( 1 976) 
Lake Sector: F 
� s 
Gizzerd sha:! s B 
Rainbow �":lel t s B 
Emerald shiner s B 
Spottail shir:er s B 
�rp ,:, a 
Freshwater drum s B 
YellO'» perch s B 
tfnite bass s e 
Walleye s B 






. s Qu1ll�ack eerpsucker8 
s Moon eye B 
s 
Crappie B 
s Smallroouth bass B 





Logpe:-ch cuter 9 















Cruise No . :  5 
Lake Sector: F 
� s 
Gizzard sha:! s 8 
Rainbow s::111lt s B 


































logpe:-ch darter 8 
s 
Channel ca-;fish B 
s 
Ta:ffY.Ile 1:1adl:'J::: · s 
s 
U:�kn'J'.vn 3 
-s Sculpin 8 
TAB LE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 100 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
59 · 58 60 61 57 
1 4 0 J 0 [3 15 6 . 0 4 




TAB LE 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
.feruise No • : 6 . ( 1 976) 
.lake Sector: F 
� s 59 58 60 61 57 ; s Gizzard $ha:! B 
�ainbow s::J!!lt s 0 0 3 0 0 B 2 4 4 , .  5 2 -
Emerald &hiner s B 
s 0 Spottail shiner B 1 
�rp ., B 
Freshwater drum 5 B 
YellO'N �reh s 0 B 2 
White bass 5 B 
Walleye s 8 
White sucl< !!r s B 


















Logpel"ch darter B 




U.'l�n�.•n s a 
TAB LE 5 CON ' I . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per . 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 

































Cruise No . :  8 
Lake Sector: F 
� s 
Gizzerd s.�ad s 8 
RainboW s:•dt s B 







Freshwater drum s B 
Yellow perch s B 
White bass s e 
s Walleye 9 
White s:J::�e,. s B 
Sucker' s B 
Sun 'fish s B 
Quillback carpsucker; 




Smallmouth bess s B 





log!)erch c!a:-ter 9 
Channel ca�fis:.a s B 
,:) 






59 58 60 
0 0 1 
2 6 1 
0 
1 . .  
16 68 207 
";1 6.. 42 
6 " 1  
0 0 
21 1 -0 




TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 









1 - t 
' 
., 
. .  
- . .  
TAB LE 5 CON' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  9 . (1976) 
Lake Sector: F 
� ' 59 58 60 61 57 .  -s 
Gizzard shz.� s 10 18 2 ' 0 5 B' 9 8 0 . 2 4 
Rainbov& s::�el t s .B . 




�rp � 8 
Fre��!ater1 drum 
s 0 1 0 




White bus s B 
Walleye 
s I B . 
White sucker s B 
Sucker s B 
s 





















s Unkn�an 3 
. 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbers of La rvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 o · (1 976) 
Lake Sector: F 
























TAB LE S CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STU DY 
Numbe rs of La rvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 1  . (� 976) 
Lake Sector: F 
� s 59 58 60 6:1 57 
Gizurd shad s 1 B 0 
Rainbow S.":lal t s IB ·· . . . 
Emerald shiner s 1 1• 1 . \ B 0 0 0 








White bass s B ·• 
s Walleye B 


















Logperch derter B 







TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 




























TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per � 00 Cubic Mete rs 
Cruise No . :  1 4- ( 1 976) 
Lake Sector: F 
� s 
Gi;zerd shad s B 
Rainbow .S.':Ielt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 




Frestnvater drum s B 




Walleye s B 
tl'ni te suck e.- s B 
Sucker s B 
s 
Sunfish B 
. s Qu�ll�.ck cerpsucker8 




Smallmouth bass s B 
s Bass B 
s Aler�ife B 
s 
Logperch <!arter 9 
Channel ca:';fis1 s B 
T&:f!XJle r::aci�-::>::: s 8 
5 Un:tm:r.1m 3 
59 58 
' 
at Surface and Bottom 
60 61' 57 
' 
. . . .  
---
icruise No o :  1 
(Lake Sector: G 
� s 
Gizzerd s.'la:! s B 
Rainbow &.':lelt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 




Freshwater drum B 
YellO'M perch s B 







Suct<er s B 







Sull.llouth bass B 




Logpe:-ch darter � 
Channel ca'tfis:, s B 
s 
Te.dp?le ae.ci';o-: e 
s UI'I:Cn:r.•n 
� 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T  o 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of .Larvae per 100 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
66 67 69 70 71 68 " 
'·. 
. .  . 
.. 
.-
"TABLE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
• Cruise No . :  2 . (1 976) 
. Lake Sector: G 
·� Species 66 67 69 70 71 68 
Gizzard sh�::! s 8 
Rainbow s::tel t s B . . .  -










Yellow perc.'t s B 





White su:::ker B 
























Cruise No . : 3 
Lake · Sector:G 
� s 
Gizzard shad s B 
Rainbow s=�elt s B 









































Logperch darter B 
s 




s u.'l�nown a 
TAB LE 5 QON'T . 
·WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
� 1 976) 




. .  
, 
6 20 14 16 2� 17 21 16 19 2 '17 
:cruise No . :  4 
Lake Sector: G 





s Rainbow S.':lel"'t B 
Emerald -sniner s B 
s 

















Sunfish B '  
. s Qu1llback eerpsucker8 
.s 




Smallmouth bess B 
s 
Bass B 
s Alewife B 
s 
Logperch c!erter B 
Channel ca�fis� s a 
Tadp-:>le rnadt-:>::: s 9 
S '  
Un:Cnown 
:l 
I ABLE 5 CON' T .  
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
'Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
. 






' " ' • 
' 
" 
0 8 9 . 











Cruise No ;. :  5 
Lake Sector: G 
� s 
Gizzerd shad s B 
Rainbow s::�elt s 8 

























































TAB LE 5 CON' T· . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
-
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 
66 67 : 69  70 71 68 
' 
. . . 
0 o· 
1 1 
16 12 . 3 16 1 � · 8 14 14 12  26 
0 
1 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E  FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larva� per 1 00 Cubic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  7 . (1 976) 
Lake Sector: G 
� s 66 67 69" 70 71 68 
Gizzzrd aha::! s 76 ;� 2� 2§t 71 54 B 24 1 1 143 410 
Rainbow s:aslt s B . . . . 
&.erald shiner s B 










s 0 0 























Alewife s B . 
s 
logperch darter B 
s 
Che.onel ca�fis� B 




I ABLE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of· Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  .a (1 976) 
Lake Sector: G 
� s 66 67 69 70 71  68 
Gizzud s.'le.::l s 345 1692 199 3179 2626 �� B 11 128 26 1277 ?10 
s .. Rainbow s::telt B . . . 




�p � B 
Freshwater drtsr.� 
s .38 o . 26 .51 39 
B 2Q2 84 189 73 0 
VellD'• perc:."'' s B 












Moon aye s B 
Creppie s B 
.· s 




s IJ.e\'life B 
s 
logpercb c!erter s .• 
Channel ca�fisl) s B 
T�dp?!e o!ci'�-;)::: ,') · g 
s I U"'!cn:y,,r. :: 
' 
. .  
TABLE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVA� STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  9 (1 976) 
Lake Sector: G 
� s 66 67 '.69 70 71 68 
Gizzud shad s 17 224 291 297 248 41 B 14 80 120 210 102 11 
Rainbow s::�elt s B . .  . 







Freshwater drum s 9 30 0 0 14 534 8 215 2540 30 194 1'385 50 
Yellow perch s B 
White bass s B 
Walleye s B 
W'nite' auc!cf:t' s B 










s 2 Crappie B 0 
s Smallmouth bass 8 
Bass s B 
Aler�ife s B 
s 
Logperch darter B 
Olannel ca'l:fis:, s a 




TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbe rs of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
Cruise No . :  1 0  (1 976) 
Lake Sector: G 
Gizzerd shad s B 
Rainbow s:telt s B 




�rp :> 8 














. s Qu1ll�ack cerpsueker8 
s 
Moon eye 8 
s Cre.ppie e 
s 






Logperch c!arter B 






66 67 69 70 71 
127 95 72 141 ·  
20 21 
6 30 7 . 
0 0 ' 2  









truise No . : 1 1  · �ake Sector: G 
� :Species 
s GizZ21'd sha:l B. 
s. Rainbow s.':lel t B 
Emerald shiner s B 




Freshwater drum s B 
s Yellow perch' B 
White bus s B 
s Walleye B 
White suclcer s B 
s 
Sucker B .  
5 
Sunfish B 




























TAB LE 5 CON'T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERI E. FISH LARVAE STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 QO Cub ic Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
(1 976) 




22 32 4 1 8 11  . 
38 .1 1 2 0 I) 
. 
. 
• ·  
4 0 l 













. I 0 " 
0 . 1 . . 























Cruise No . :  1 2  
Lake S�ctor: G 
Gizzard shad s 8 
Rainbow s::�elt s B 
Emerald shiner s B 
Spottail shiner 
s 











Walle:te s B 










s Smallmouth bass B 
s 
Bass B 
s Alertife B 
s 
log�rch darter B 
Channel catfis.,.. s B 
:. 
Ta:lp<;)l e r.�aci';o::� 9 
5 u�=<n�.�n E 
TAB LE 5 CON ' T . 
WESTERN LAKE ERIE FISH LARVA� STUDY 
Numbers of Larvae per 1 00 Cublc Mete rs 
at Surface and Bottom 
( 1 976) 









�nJise No . :  1 4  
Lake Sector: G  
� _:s 
Gizzud s."'a.d s 
8 
Rainbow s::�•l t s B 
Emerald $!liner s B 
Spottail shiner s B 
�p ;) B 
Freshwater drum s B 
Yellow perch s B 
White baas s B 
Walleye s B 
V'oi te s"'c:Cet' s B 
Sucker s B 
Sunfish s B 
Qui�lbaek carpsucker: 
!bon eye s B 
Crappie s B 
Sn!all1110uth bass s 8 
Bass s B 
Alewife s B 
logperch duter s B 
Channel ca-;fish s a 
T&d!X)le ��o::: ;:. s 
Ura�n,..,n 5 � 
0 
. 
WESTER N  
Numbers 
(1 976) 







I AB LE 5 CON' T .  
LAKE ERI E FISH LARVAE STUDY 
of Larvae per 1 00 Cub ic Meters 
at Surface and Bottom 







. .  
- - ·  
.ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E  
Sector A Cru lse 1 , 1 976 ·· 
�· ' 
· Depth Zones I 1 2 3 4 I 5 6 TOTAL Species 
Gizzard shad 
Ra inbow smelt · 
Em�rald sh ine r 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow pe rch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu li lba�k carpsucker 
Crappie .  
Alewife .. 





����.�:-::==---""----�� --- - --- - -��--�-- -----::=--_ -�---=--::;---::.-===:...�€_�
�� -
-
� - �-::----� 
--
-
















- - - - - - - - -
ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector A Cru lse 2 , 1976 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gtzzard shad . 
Ralnbow smelt 




Yellow perch I 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 9 . 5  X 1 06 12 . 2  X 1 07 3 . 1· X 1 0  










ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH I N · LAKE ERI E 
Sector A Cr-u lse s ,  1 976 · 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
. 
Gizzard shac;;l 3 . 6  X 1 06 9 . 3  X 1 o5 - .
- .. 
1 0E 1 0E . "' 1 . 3  X �. a- x 
Rainbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 




Yellow perch 6 . 9  X 1 06 4 . 9  X 1 06 3 . 9  X 1 06 1 . 6 X 1 07 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 2 . 2  X 1 05 1 . 9  X 1 06 2 . 1 X 1 0
E 
White sucker 2 . 9  X 1 05 1 . 3 X 1 0E 1 . 6 X 1 0E 
Sunfish 
Quil lback carpsucker 
Grapple. 
Atew lre . 





ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector A Cru ise 4 ,  1 976 
Depth Zones I 1 2 3 4 I 5 6 TOTAL Species 
Gizzard shad 
Rainbow smelt · 7 . 2 X 1 05 9 . 3  x 1 05 2 . 1  ·X 1 0E 3 . 8  X 1 0€ 
Eme rald sh ine r 1 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 
Yell ow perch 1 . 3 X 1 06 9 . 3  X 1 05 2 . 6  x 1 oe 4 . 8  X 1 0€ 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sun fish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
Crappie . 
Alewife ' 





------- � �..::.::.--- -�""""' ---=-�= ==__,.--_,..==��--=---= -�"-' � - ---"'- - -- - - -- - - = - -=----- - ---- - - - - - - ----- .:;:::_ ---� - - �� 
-- - - - _ ---;:-'="'""" 
- � • • • • • • • - • • • - • • 
-
. · ·  . .. . . 
-- - - - - ---- -----� - - - - I 
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER OF FIS� tN LAKE ER.I E  
Sector A Cru lse 5 , 1 976 · · 
. 
Depth Zones I 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 3 . 0  X 1 06 S . O  X 1 0€ 
1 05 1 06 
7 
1 07 Rainbow smelt · 9 . 3  X 1 . 9 X 1 . o  ·x 1 0  . 3  X 




Yellow perch 7 . 9 X 1 05 4 . 3  X 
5 · 1 0E 1 0  1 . 2 X 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish I 













. .  --� � - - -� - -
. .  
-;-- � - - - - . . . - -
. -- - --
_
�----:-. - - - -:-� - - .-.- �-� -- - - - - -=-- - :r- ---=-=--=------=-- - =---




Rainbow smelt · 





Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback ca rpsucker 
Cr'appl e  
Alewi fe 





ESTIMATED. NUMB ER OF. FISH IN LAK.E ERI E  
Sector A· .. Cru !se 7 ,  1 976 · 
.. 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . 7 X 107 1 . 3 X 1 07 7 . 7  X 1 06 
2 . 3 X 1 oe 
5 . 0  X 105 
7 . 0 X 1 05 I 
7 . 2  X 105 
. 





!4 . 8  X 1 07 
j2 . 3 X 10� 
5 . 0  X 1 05 
7 . o X 1 05 
7 . 2  X 1 05 
1 .4  X 1 05 
� - - T �-�- �-- -----�--:---�-- - ---- - �- �-�- �-- -- - -- - ---=--� 
-









ESTIMATED NUMB eR OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector A Cru lse 8 ,  1 976 
Depth Zones -
1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL Species 
Gizzard shad 3. 6· X  107 4 . 3  X 1 07 2. 6 X 1 06 a .  1 x 1 o7 
Rainbow smelt 
Emerald shiner 1 .4 X 105 . . 1 . 4 X 1 05 
Spottait shlner 
Carp 4 . 7 X 1 05 4 .  7 X 1 05 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 4 . 3  X 105 4 . 3  X 1 05 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
SUnfish 2. 3 X 1 05 I 2 . 3  X 1 05 
Quitlback carpsucker 
Grappl e  
Atewlfe 2 . 2  X 105 2 . 1 X 1 06. 2 . 3  X 1 06 
Log pe rch darter I 
Troutperch 





.�--�.--�- .-. -_-- ��- �-- ---���:�-. --.���-=-=...:."'--;- � - --- - --- . � - �-- --- - -=ceo--�---- -. 
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ESTIMATED N UMB ER O F  FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector . A Cru lse 9 , 1 976 
. Depth Zones I 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL Species 
Gizzard shad 1 . 2· X 1 06 4 .  7 X 1 05 2. 6 X 1 06 4 . 2  X 1 06 
Rainbow smelt · 4 . 7  X 1 05 4 .  7 X 1 05 
Emerald shine r 2 .9 X 1 05 3 . 3  X 1 06 1 .  7 X 1 06 I 5. 3 X 1 06 
· Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 2 . 0  X 1 05 4 .  7 X 1 05 6. 6 X 1 05 
Yellow . perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
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Gizzard shad 4 .  7· X 1 06 
Ra inbow smelt 





Wh ite bass 
Walleye 










ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector A Cru ise 1 0, 1 976 · 
2 
2 . 6  X 1 06 
1 . 9 X 1 06 
2 . 3  X 1 06 
.. 
3 
9 . 4  X 1 06 
5 . 2  X 107 









1 . 7 X  1 07 
5 . 4  X 107 
2 . 3  X 1 05 
8 . 6  X 1 0
5 
·-
. �- . .  - .. . .- - . -
-- -��-"-�=-������ ·�-·-� �-
--:---. 
-
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--- -- ' 




Gizzard shad 4 . 8· X 1 06 
Rainbow smelt 





Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu iltback carpsucker 
Crappie. 
Alewife 





ESTIMATED NWMf? ER OF FISH I N  L..AKj;:: I;:RI E;: 
Sector A Cru ise ·1 1 , 1 976 · . .  
. . I � 3 4 5 
' . 
2 . 8  X 1 06 4 . 7 X 1 06 
. 
6 .  7 X 1 06 1 . 2 X 1 08 
7 . 0 X 1 05 











1 . 2 X 1 07 
1 . 4 X 1 08 
7 . 0  X 1 05 
8 . 6  )( 1 05 
� -��-- - . . .
. ===-_ --.--:- -
. .  
��
. 
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ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 




1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 3 . 4  X 1 06 9 . 3  X 1 05 4 . 4  X 1 0E 
Rainbow smelt . 
Eme rald shiner 1 . 3 X 1 0
.7 1 . 4 X 1 07 4 . 6  X 1 07 I 7 . 2  X 1 07 
Spottan shiner . 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 3 . 8  X 1 05 3 . 8  X 1 05 
Yellow perch I 




Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie. 






-�--. -----�- �- �-----�--==c= 
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ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  




1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL Species 
. 
Gizzard shad -
Ra inbow smelt 









Qu i\tback carpsucker 
Grapple. 
Alew ife .. 




TOTAL I ' 
ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
S ector B Cru lse 1 , 1 976 
I . Depth Zones 
Species 4 5 6 TO'TA!,. 
Gizzard shad 
Rainbow smelt 





Yet l ow perch I ' 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye � 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish I 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crapple . 
Alewlfe .. 





':""""-- - � . - -
-_ - �  - �- � .  - � --=-- -
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ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN t..AKE ER.I E 
Sector i3 Cru ise 3 ,  1 97 6  · · 
. Depth Zones 




Emerald shine r 
Spottail  shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch I 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
Crapple _  
Alewlfe .. 
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ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector B C ru lse -4 , 1 976 
Depth Zones 
Specles 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
Rainbow smelt 2 . 3 X 1 07 2 .4 X 1 08 2 . 6 X 1 07 
Eme rald Shine r 
Spottail shiner 
Carp 
Fre shwater drum 
Yellow perch ' 4 . 0  X 1 06 2 .4 X 1 06 1 . 6 X  1 07 2 . 2  X 1 07 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish I 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crapple_ 
Alewlfe ·-
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Eme rald sh ine r 




Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu it tback carpsucker 
Crappi e_ 
Alewlfe 





ESTIMATt:.:D N UMB ER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E  
Sector B Cru lse 5 , 1 976 · 
4 I 5 





4 . 2  x 1 08 
• 
-���- � -- --- - - - - -
-
- - - - -
- - - -- - - - - -=--- --- - - - -- - -- ----=-- ---- - - - --- --� 
- - - - -- ....... . _..... . - - - - - - ...., - . - - - - -... - - � '  
ESTIMAT ED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector B Cru ise 6 ,  1 976 
Depth Zones 




Ra inbow smelt 4 . 6  X 1 07 4 . 8  X 1 07 




Yellow perch I 
Wh ite bass 
Walt eye 











ESTIMAT,E,D. N UMB ER OF" FISH IN LAK.E 1;:RI E 
Sector B CruJse 7 , 1 976 · 
Depth Zones I Spec ies 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad • 1 . 6 X  1 0
7 4 . 9  X 1 06 2 . 0  X 1 07 
Rai nbow smelt 





Yellow perch 3. 9 X 1 06 3 .9 X 1 06 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Alewlfe .. 
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ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector B Cru lse 8 , 1 976 
Depth Zones 
4 5 6 TOTAL Species 
Gizzard shad 1 . 2  X 1 07 1 . 3 X 1 08 1 . 4 X 1 0
8 
Rainbow smelt 
Eme rald shine r � . 3  X 1 07 5 . 8  X 1 07 1 . 1  X 1 07 9 . 2  X 1 07 
Spottail shiner 
Carp 4 . 9  X 1 06 4 . 9  X 1 0
6 
Freshwater dru m  
Yellow perch I 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucke r 
Sunfish 
. 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alewtfe '• 1 . 2 X  1 07 1 . 2  X 1 0
7 














: -T �--� -- -� - ---:::_ - - - -- - -- --- .-:-� --�-- �-=------� - -.. • 
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Eme rald. shine r 




Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu lltback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Alewlfe 






ESTIMATED N UMB ER O F  FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector B C ru lse 9 , 1 976 
4 5 
9 .  7 X 1 06 
l7 . 8  X 1 06 7 . 5  X 1 07 
� .9 X 1 06 
2 . 4 X 1 06 





7. 6 X 1 07 
1 . 1  X 108 
1 . 6 X 1 07 
TOTAL 
8 . 5  X 1 07 
1 . 8 X 1 08 
� .9 X 1 06 
2 . 4 X 1 06 
1 . 6 X  1 07 
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�STIMATED. N UMB ER OF FIS H -I N  LAKE· ERI E 
Sector C Cru ise 3 , 1 97,6 · · 
Depth Zones 
1 2 3 4 5 I TOTAL Species 
Gi zzard shad 1 . 1 X 1 05 1 . 1 X 1 0e. 
. 
Rai nbow smelt . 
Emerald shine r 






. 7 X 1 07 5 .  7 X 1 0� Yellow perch 3 . 0  X 1 0
6 2 . 6  X 1 08 2 . 6 X 1 08 4 .  7 X 1 08 
Wh ite bass 
4 . 0  X 1 06 3 . 1 X 1 07 1 . 5  X 1 07 1 . 9 X 1 06 
.., 
Walleye 5 . 1 X 1 0 1  
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crappie. 
Alewi fe 
Logpe rch darter 
Troutperch 
Scutptn 
W hi.teft:sh 1 . 1  X 1 oE 1 . 1 X 1 0? 
TOTAL 
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· - ·  r 
-- - " -- -.
- . - .- .  -- . --- -- - ---- --- --- - - -- -
I 
. Depth Zones 
Species 
Gizzard shad 
Rainbow smelt · 





Wh ite bass 
Wal leye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crappie  
Alewife 






- ��,�--� ...... -���----­
ESTIMATE::L>. NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 




7 . 8 X 1 06 
5 







'" "' .. 




7 . 8 X 1 0€ 
' 
4 . 5 X 1 08 
- -:_..-�� �- _ _ - -





- -- - -
. 
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ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector B - Cru ise 1 0, 1 976 · 
Depth Zones I 4 5 6 TOTAL Species 
Gizzard · shad 5 . 1 x 1 o7 1 . 7 X 1 07 6 . 8 X 1 07 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 1 . 1  X 1 08 - I 3 . 2  X 1 07 1 . 3 X 1 09 1 . 4 X 1 09 
Spottai l  shiner 




Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qui t lback carpsucker -
Crappie . 
Alewife .. 





. . . 
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ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sector B C ru lse 1 2, 1 976 
. Depth Zones I -
Species 4 I 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
Rainbow smelt 
Emerald shiner 7 . 0 X 1o7 4 . 4 X 1 07 1 . 2  X 1 0E 2 .4 X 1 08 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 
Yell ow perch 
Wh ite bass 
" 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Quillback ca rpsucker 
C rappie_ 
AlewiFe .. 





��-�-�� - �  -- �- -. ��-�-- - - - �_--� -� ·  -�--=--- -�- -- �- -�-��--==-- -=--- ��-
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ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH I N  LAK E  ERI E 
Sector a Cru ise 1 "\ 1 976 
. 
Depth Zones 
Species 4 5 6 TOTAL , 
Gizzard shad 
Rainbow smelt 
Eme rald shine r 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
Freshwate r drum 
Yellow perch . 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu ltlback carpsucker 
Crapple. 
Alew ife .. 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF- FI�l-:1 I N  LAK.E ERI E 
Sectol"' C Cl"'u ise 1 , 1 976 · 
. < . 
Depth Zones 
1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL Species : 
. 
Gizzard shad 
Ra inbow smelt � 
. 
Emerald sh ine r 
Spotta it shine r  
Carp 
F reshwatel"' drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite suckel"' 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie.  
Alewife '• 







- - -. --�-� .. - � - . 
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ESTIMATED N UMB ER O F  FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector C Cru ise 2 , 1 976 
Depth Zones 
.Specles 1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 




Yellow perch 5 .4 X - 1 04 5 . 4  X 1 04 
Wh ite bass 
' 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 










ESTIMATED N U MB ER O F  FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector C Cru ise 4 , 1 976 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 . 2  3 4 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 3 . 8 X 1 06 � . 8 X 1 06 
1 . 6  X 1 05 a . 1 x 1 o5 3 . 1 X 1 07 
. 
� . 8 X 1 01 Ra inbow smett 6 . 3  X 1 06 
Emerald shine r 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwate r drum 
Yellow perch � . 9 X 1 05 1 -. 2  X 1 06 1 . 1  X 1 06 7 . 6 X 1 06 1 . 2 X 1 06 
.., 
1 . 2 x  1 0 7 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye � .4 X 1 04 5 . 4  X 1 0� 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Atewt fe '• 
Logpe rch darter 
T routperc'• 
S cul pin 
WhtteFlsh 
TOTAL 
��-��----�---- --=-- -- ------��- -- --- - - --- -- =- - -_ - - - - - - --- ---=---=-=--= --��-- - -- --- -� - =--.......... �� 
- - - - - -
ESTiMATED N UMB ER OF FISH I N  l:-AKE ERI E· 
Sector C Cru ise 5 , 1 976 · · 
- . 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL 
. 
Gizzard shad 1 . 6 X 1 05 1 . 8 X 1 06 � . o x 1 c:P 
1 . 6 X 1 06 
6 
2 . 7 X 1 07 5 .  7 X 1 07 8 . 2  X 1 07 1 .  7 X 1 08 Ra inbow smelt 3 .  7 X 1 0  
Emerald . shine r 
Spotta ll  shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch � . 3  x 1 05 4 . 3  X 1 06 · 6 . 3 X 1 06 1 . 9  X 1 06 3 . 6  X 1 06 1 . 7 X 1 07 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
-
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker � . 4  X 1 04 � . 4 X 1 04 
Grapple 
Alewife .. . 









. - . 
- - �  

















� - 'r- .  - -- . - � ,  -- --
---- . - - - -- - -- · -- -
Depth Zones 
Species 1 
Gizz�rd s h.:td 3 . S X 1 05 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 
Spotta ll  shiner 2 . 8  X 1 04 
Carp 
Freshwate r dru m  
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucke r 
Sunfish 
Qu i t lback ca rpsucker 
Crappl·e 
A1ewtf� 





ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector C C ru lse '7 , 1 97S · 
2 3 
3 .  7 X 1 06 2 . 2  X 1 07 
. 
1 . 1  X 1 06 
.. 
.• .. ... . . . .. ..  . 
4 5 
1 . 3 X 1 o7 8 . 3  X 1 0
6 
1 . 9 X  1 06 1 . 2 X 1 06 
. 
. . . . 
. .  
. 
' 
. .  
TOTAL 
. 
4 . 8  X 1 0  
3 . 1  X 1 06 




Gizzard shad 1 . 1 X 1 07 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 1 . 9  X 1 06 
Spottalt shiner 
Carp � . 6  X 1 05 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass � . 0  X 1 06 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsuck�r 
Crappi e  
AlewlF� 
Logpe rch darter 6 . 5  ?< 1 04 
Troutperch 
Sculpi n  
Wh itefish 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector C Cru ise 8 , 1 976 
2 3 4 5 
, .. 
1 .  7 X 1 08 3 . 3 X 1 07 2 . 7 X 1 07 5 .  7 X 1 07 
4 . 9  X 1 06 3 . 6  X 1 07 1 . 5 X 1 08 5 . 4  X 1 07 
5 . 8X 1 08 
6 . 1 X 1 06 
3 . 1  .x 1 0  6 3 . 4  X 1 07 1 . 5 X 1 07 
4 . 3  X 1 0f? 









�. o x 1 08 
2 . 5 X 1 08 
5 . 8 X 1 08 
7 . 7 X 1 05 
5 . 2  X � 0� 
6 7 . 3  X 1 0  . 
1 . 9 X 1 06 
6 . 5  X 1 04 
.� -- �- �- -=-=--- . . .  � - � -=-" � �
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Gi zzard shad 1 . 5  X 1 06 
Ra lnbow smelt 
Emerald shine r ·�2 .-2 X 1 07 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 1 . 1  X 1 05 . 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 1 . 1 X 1 05 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Su nfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crappie. 
Alew i fe 
Logpe rch darter 
T routperch 
Sculpin 
W h itefish 
TOTAL 
EST1MATED N UMB ER O F  FI.SH )N !,..AK.� !;:RJ E 
Sector C .Cru ise 9 , � 976 
2 
8 . 5  X 1 0� 
3 . 7 X 1 06 
6 . 1 X 1 05 




1 . 1 'X 1 07 
9 . 5  :x 1 0� 
2 . 1 X 1 06 
-
4 5 
1 . 9 X 1 06 3 . 0  X 1 07 
� .• 9 X 1 08 1 .  7 X 1 09 









5 . 1 X 1 07 
. 
3 . 0  X 1 09 
7 . 2  X 1 05 ' 
2 . 2  X 1 07 
2 . 3  X 1 06 
-
-
-�- �=� "::-- -�r� - �-- - � _:___�--.-. --- - --. -. -. -:--:----_-_ - � - - �  -. .  ��-. �··�-- -��-----==-------------= - - -=--- --=--- --- - �
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Gizzard · shad 1 . 3 ·X 1 08 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shiner � . 6-x 1 06 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum � ·  7 X 1 04 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 3 .  7 X 1 04 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie_ 3 .  7 X 1 04 
Alewife 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER O F  FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sector C Cru ise 1 0, 1 976 
2 
7 3 .  2 .x - 1 0· ' . 
1 . 2 X 1 06 
1 . 2 X 1 06 
'• 
3 
2 . 7  X 1 0? 
1 ,;3 X 1 09 
4 5 
8 .4 X 1 07 2 . 3  X 1 07 
2 . 0  X 1 08 4 . 3  X 1 08 
. 
· 2 . 4 X 1 06 
TOTAL 
1 •. 7 X 1 08 · 
. 
1 .9 X 1 09 � .. • 
• • 
1 .2 X 1 06 
� . 4 X 1 06 
.  
� ·  7 X 1 04 
-
� . 7  X 1 04 .. 
- .  - - - - - - - -
- -_ 
- - - --
� .  - �-==- ----�---==-�- -:· -- -:.._ -- �- - -
ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  




1 - 2  3 ' 4 5 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 2 . a· x 1 04 ·2 . 4 X 1 0€? 1 . 2 _X 1 06 3 .  7 X 1 06 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emera td sh lne r 7 . 9  X 1 06 6 . 1 X 1 05 2 . 1 X �-06 7 . 6  X 1 06 1 . 5 X 1 07 2 . 7 X 1 o7 




Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
·sunfish 
Qu iltback ca rpsucker 
Grapple 
Alew i fe 4 5 .• 4 X  1 0 . 5 . 4  X 1 04 









- - - -
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Glzzard, shad 5 . 4 X 1 04 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r. 3 . 5  X 1 05 




Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
SUnfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crapple. 
Alewlfe 





ESTIMATEp N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector C 
2 




4 . 2  X 1 06 
3 . 1  X 1 07 
-
1 . 1 X 1 06 
. .  -
Cru lse 1 2 ,  1 976 
4 5 




6.  7 X 1 06 
. 
1 . 1  X 1 08 
1 .  1 X 1 06 
-
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sector C Cru lse 1 4, 1 976 
Depth Zones 
Species 
1 2 3 4 5 
Gizzard shad 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r · 1 . 8 X 1 06 
Spottan shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yeltow perch 
Wh lte bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crapp ie. 
Alew l fe .. 
Log pe rch darter 








. .  
- -_ -
. - �-. . 






1 . 8 X 1 06 
-
· 










- - - - - -- - -- -- -
. I -
-- - - --- -
ESTIMATED NUMB ER O F  FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sector D .  Cr-u lse 1 , 1976 
. 
D�pth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
. . .  
Gizzard shad 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 
Spottait  shiner 
Carp 
Fre shwater drum 
Yellow perch . 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alewife .. 
Log pe rch darter 
Troutperch 
Sculpin 
W hitefish 6 . 0  X 1 04 6 .2 X 1 05 6 . 8 X 1 05 
TOTAL 
�_::-- � � -- --� - ==-
-- -
-
�----_ -- .-. -
-
-. -. .  -. .  -. --�-�� . .  --�-.-. -.-� - . - -�-- ---.
-




. .  .. . 
-




Ra inbow smelt 




Yellow perch 2 . 3  X 1 06 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 2 . 5  X 1 05 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback c;:arpsucker 
G rapple 
Alewlfe 
Log pe rch darter 
T routpe rc 1-) 
Sculpin 
Whlteflsn 8 . 9 X 1 04 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sector D Cru ise 3 , 1 976 · .  
. 
2 3 4 5 
6 . 8  X 1 06 3 . 1  X 1 05 1 .  7 X 1 07 1 . 5 X  1 07 




1 . 5 X  1 05 
. . 
6 
8 . 0  X 1 06 
9 . 6  X 1 06 
TOTAL 
7 
4 . 9  X 1 0  
2 . 8 X 1 07 
1 . 5 X 1 05 




� - � -"-- --=----:---- - •• =- - - -=- - - -- ��"--- �-�--�- �- - �--:----- - -. . .---..-:. - . - �- - . - ---::: --.:=��"'"�-��--......,...::;-.�::.......- �- . . - �-� - --- :-�-- - ' . . . . . . . 
--- - ------- - - - -- --
---------
-





Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 
Spottail shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 5 . 9  X 1 05 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 3 . 6  X 1 04 
Wh ite sucker 
Su nfish 
Qu illback carpsuck�r 
Crappie 
Alewlf.e 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER O F  FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector D C ru ise 4 , 1 976 
2 3 4 5 
-
5 . 3  X 1 06 2 . 8  X 1 06 a .  7 x 1
.
06 8 . 9  X 1 07 
6 . 0  X 1 04 6 . 2  X 1 0
5 
1 . 5 X 1 o6. 
'• 
6 
3 . 5  X 1 07 




1 . 4 X  1 08 
2 . 3  X 1 06 
1 . 5 X  1 o5 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 
Gizzard shad 1 . 8 X 1 04 
Ra inbow smelt · 
Emerald shiner 
Spottait  shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
.5 
Yellow perch 1 . 8 X  1 0· 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
-
Qu tllback carpsucker 
G rapple 
Alewlfe 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ER.I E 
Sector D- Cru lse 5 , 1 976 · 
2 3 4 5 
6 . 0  X 1 04 2 . 5 X 1 06 2 . 5 X 1 07 
1 . 8 X 1 05 6 . 1 X 1 05 1 . 4 X 1 07 1 . o X 1 07 







1 . 8 X 1 04 
2 . 7 X 1 07 
2 . 6  X 1 07 
6 . 2  x 1 o5 
sa 
__ ___ :; _ - - . - -· - .. - .. -. - �� . . -
�- -
-
- - - - - -- -- - ��- -�� 






Ra inbow smelt . 1 . 8 X 1 0  4 
Emerald sh ine r  




Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 3 . 6  X 1 04 
Sunfish 
Qu illbac� carpsucker 
C rappie. 
Alewife 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
" 
2 
Sector D Cru ise 6 , 1 976 
3 4 5 
4 . 6  X 1 05 3 . 1 X 1 06 2 . 1 X 1 06 
4 . 6  X 1 05 






5 . 7 X 1 06 
-
4 . 6  X 1 05 
1 .  6 X 1 06 6 . 2  X 1 06 
3 . 6  X 1 04 
-- ---= "'-��--..-�--="=� ,.,.-,-�' -"F .��� w- • • - " , • • • 0 • - : · � - � - - - r� --� �- -.-.-- - � - _------::;-_ - ---=�_:;::::-� _____ ;._ ��-;---� -��� --��  -- - - • . . 
· · ·
-
· ·  
. .  -







Gizzard shad 3 . 6  X 1 05 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 
Spott:an shiner 
Carp 
F reshwate r drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
SUnfish 
Qu lllback carpsucker 
Crapple 
Atewlf� 





ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector D Cru lse 7 , 1 976 
2 3 4 5 
. 
6 . 6 X 1 05 1 . 5  X 1 05 4 . 3  X 1 06 1 . 2  X 1 07 
6 . 0  X 1 04 6 . 2  X 1 06 4 . 2  X 1 06 
1 . 5 X 1 05 4 . 2  X 1 06 
I 
4 




8 . 0  X 1 06 
TOTAL 
1 . e x 1 o7 
1 . 3 X 1 07 
4 . 3  X 1 06 
6 . 0  X 1 04 
��-��--'C--==-- �  -� - - - - --- - ---
-- -- -- ------ - - _:______ 
ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sector D Cru lse Ei3 1 1 976 
. � 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 .4 5 6 TOTAL 
. 
Gizzard shad 5 . 5 X 1 06 8 . 4  X 1 06 2 . 3 X 1 06 3 . 5 X 1 07 4 . 2  X 1 06 2 . 4  X 1 07 7 . 4 X .1 o7 
. 
Ra inbow smelt ' 
Emerald shine r 3 . 4  X 1 06 1 . 1  X 1 07 9 . 2 X 1 05 1 . 9 X 1 0� 3 . 9  X 1 07 5 . 2  X 1 07 1 . 3  X 1 08 
Spottail shiner 1 . 6 X 1 06 2 . 4  X 1 05 1 . 4 X 1 06 6 . 2  X 1 05 1 . 6 X 1 06 4 . 0  X 1 06 
Carp 3 . 6  X 1 04 3 . 0  X 1 05 6 . 1 X 1 05 8 . 3  X 1 06 1 . 0 X 1 0  6 1 . 1 X .1 0  7 
F reshwater drum 6 . 1 X 1 05 1 . 2 X 1 06 4 . 2  X 1 06 6 . 0  X 1 06 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
C r�pple 
Alewife ' . 





ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector D Cru lse ·9 , 1 976 · 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 
TOTAL 
Gizznrd shad 1 .  7 X 1 07 1 . 2 x 1 o7 1 . 2 X 1 07 2 . 4 X 1 07 4 . 4  X 1 07 5 . 9  X 1 07 1 .  7 X 1 08 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald sh in·e r 1 . 6 X 1 07 1 .  7 X 1 06 1 . 3 X 1 07 7 . 0 X 1 07 1 . 3 X 1 08 7 . 7 X 1 07 3 . 1 X 1 08 
Spottail  shiner 
Carp 2 . 2  X 1 05 1 . 2 X 1 05 2 . 1 X 1 06 2 .4 X 1 06 
Freshwater drum 2 . 5  X 1 05 1 . 2  X 1 05 4 . 9  X 1 06 � . 6 X 1 06 8 . 3  X 1 06 1 . 1 X 1 07 3 . 0  X 1 07 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 1 . 2 X 1 05 1 . 2 X 1 0
5 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish . 
Qu illback carpsucker 
.Crapole 
Atewlfe .. 





� --"'- c --�--� -=-== -----=----==�--� = - -- -�- .-· · - �- -- - - � --� -- --
1 
----
-- . ... ._........ 
ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ER.I E  
Sector D Cru lse 1 0, 1 976 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 2 . 5 X 1 06 3 .  6 X 1 06 4 . 6  X 1 05 9 . 9  X 1 06 2 . 1  X 1 06 � .  3 x 1'o7 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 3 . 8  X 1 05 2 . 5 X 1 07 3 . 7  X 1 06 3 . 2  X 1 08 1 . 9 X 1 08 6 . 5 � 1 08 1 . 2 X 1 09 
Spotta il shiner 1 . 8 X 1 04 1 . 8 X 1 04 
Carp 6 . 0  X 1 04 6 . 0  X 1 04 




4 X 1 05 Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker -
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Alewife 2 .  7 X 1 05 ' 2 .  7 X 1 05 





�� ---=- �--_-- -- - - =====--=-�� ��- ����...;:;,..,��;;:;�.:..':'.'::�- - - � - ...,..,..._�- -� � - ---=�
'=�-""- � � 









Emerald shine r 2 . 0  X 1 06 








Qu i\lback carpsucker 
C rapp ie 
Alewife 





ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E  
2 
Sector D Cru lse 1 1 , 1 976 · · 
s 
6 . 1 X 1 05 
'• 
4 5 6 TOTAL 
6.2 X 1 06 6 . 2  X 1 06 
. 
1 . 1 X 1 07 � . 2  X 1 06 2 . 2 X 1 07 4 . 2  X 1 07 
1 . 6 X  1 06 1 .  6 X 1 06 
. 
=��-">-�-..;;;� - --��-
- �- - - - - _-_ _  � - _
- --=� .... -
--- � - ���- . --- ' --- - ��--
-����-
-���- - - J 
• ·�-� '- - ,....,�r-,..��,.,_, • .,_,_,...,XC"'· _,...,. ....,, _..,."""""''"..,.,,a....,,,..,.&:,_....,..!IIRIII!!!I411111!¥11!1!1Si!IJII!SIIIUIIIII!IIC I!!d.$11!1-&--IIJJ!IJII. l--ti-].(1 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER O F  FISH IN LAK!=: ERI E 
Sector D Cru lse 1 2, 1 97 6  · 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
. ' 
Gizzard shad 1 . 5 X 1 05 1 . 5 X 1 05 
0 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 2 .  7 X 1 05 2 . 4 X 1 05 5 3 . 1 . X 1 0  . 3 . 7 X 1 06 1 . 2  X 1 07 1 . 6 X  1 06 1 . 9  X 1 07 





Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
G rapp le 
Alewlfe 1 . 8 X 1 04 6 . 0  X 1 04· 7 . 8  X 1 04. 






� - �- - �  ------ -=- - - - - - - - = 
�- - . -- ==.:.___ . - . - - - -_- - ----=-- -==-- - -- - - ·- ��--- ��- - - -- � ,..,.,...-- --� . . . . . . .  . . - -
-- - - - - -- - -- --- --- - - -- - -- -- --- --- - - _:_ r' 
' 
ESTIMATED. N U{>t\BER O F  FISH IN · LAK_E ERI E 
Sector · ' D Cru ise 1 3.; 1 976 
. 
Depth Zones 









Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Atewlfe •. 








. . . . . . . . . - . . =--::....._-:::--::-�� -
- - - - - ' -- - - - ' -- -- -- -- -- -- - -. --- - - - --- _I 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERi c  
Sector 0 Cru lse 1 4, 1 976 · 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 
Gizzard shad 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 1 . 5 X 1 06 








Qu itlback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alew ife .. 





- - - -
- - =--==� --- - - -
6 TOTAL 
. 
1 •. 5 X 1 06 
• . . - '::.._ . -�--:-- -�- ���-�-.�- ���- ------=...=---....== ---�- -�- -=��� �- � - -
""'� � �=� -= ��-==----------"-..o.�-=.-.. --- _
- - -�-
-
- - - -- _- �- ___ - -- - - - - � --
-- �  . . . . . .. . . . . . - --� -;-




Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 
Spotta tl shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Alew ife 






3 . 5  X 1 04 
ESTIMATED. N UMBER· OF FIS H. IN · LAK.E ERlE 
Sector e.. · Cru tse 1 , 1 976 








- - - --- --
- . - - - - � -
- -�- --- - --
TOTAL 
3 . 5  X -1 04 
• �"'. � - - .
-
• • • • • • - • • 
--:---_- :-. • 
- - - ----:-
-
- -























- __ ·_· _· _·_·_- · - -- I 
. Depth Zones 
Species 1 
Gizzard shad 
Ra inbow smelt 
Eme r-alc;:l sh.iner 
Spottai l  shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater drum 
Yellow perch 6 ;0 X 1 05 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 5 . 3  X 1 04 
White sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu ltlback carpsucker 
Grapple. 
Alew ife 






ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ER.I E 
Sector ·e·· 
2 




- 3 . 9 X 1 07 
2 . 9 X 1 05 
Cru lse 4 ,  1 976 
- . . 
4 9 
-� 




1 . 3  X 1 08 2 . 5  X 1 08 
3 . 5  X 1 05 






- - . 
- �- - - -��-�- -..=..... �� -- �-=-��--='"-::::::::.:::--=w.-==� =....��� �= =----=- ----.---=- -""-" =>:.:t" - - -- - - -�. - -- = -�-. ' -. ---:- - � 
- • •  I I -- - --- - -- - --- - --- -- • ----- - - -- - --- - -. -- - __ I' 









Yet tow perch 













ESTIMATED. N UMB ER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERl E 
2 
. .  





5 . 5  X 1 06 
8 . 8  X 1 05 
2 . 9  X 1 05 
4 I 
I 
6 . 9  X 1 07 
. 
5 ·. 6 
s a a :a 
TOTAL 
2 . 4 X 1 07 
8 . 8  X 1 05 
2 . 9  X 1 0!: 
� 





















ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAK,E ERI E  
Sector � Cru ise 5 ,  1 976 · 
D.e pth Zones 
Species 
1 2 3 4 5 '  6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
4 .9 X 1 05 1 0�
� 2 . 1 ·x· 1 o6 · 3 . 1 X 1 08 
. 
6 . 7 X 1 08 Ra inbow smelt 2 . 2  X 3 . 6  X 1 08 
Emerald shine r 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwate r drum 
Yellow pe rch 3 . 5  X 1 04 1 . 0 X 1 06 3 . 5  X 1 06 3 � 3 X 1 06 3 . 6  X 1 06 3 . 8 X 1 06 1 . 5 X 1 07 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alew i fe .. 
Log pe rch darter 




qe pth Zones 
S pecies 1 
Gizzard shad 






Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu il lback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Alew i fe 






ESTIMATED N U MB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ER.I E 
Sector , �· 
2 3 4 5 
8 . 1 X 1 05 6 . 5  X 1 06 9 . 8  X 1 06 
2 . 3  X 1 05 










3 . 4  X 1 07 
2 . 3  X 1 05 
2 . 5  X 1 06 
. ., · - - - -- · ... ' .  -- -�.--,.�,-.,.,� ··rwtJ>+� · ·  . .  ;tt 41s -= 414¢42. . :_ . u a; 
ESTIMATED. N UMB ER OF FISH IN · LAK_E ERI E 
Sector Ji�" Cru lse ,7 , 1 976 · ·· 
Depth Zones 
Species 
1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 2 . 3  X 1 05 4 . 1 X 1 06 6 . 5  X 1 06 5 . 4  x 1 06 1 . 6  X 1 07 
Rainbow smelt 1 . 1  X 1 07 
. 
1 . 1  X 1 07 
Emerald sh.ine r 
Spottall shiner 3 . 5 X 1 04 2 . 9  X 1 05 2 .9· X 1 05 3 . 3  X 1 06 4 . 5  X 1 0
.6 1 . 9 X 1 o7 2 .  7 X 1 07 
Carp 1 . 3 X  1 07 4 . 5  X 1 06 3 . 8  X 1 07 5 . 5  X 1 0  
7 
F reshwater dr:-um 6.5  X 1 05 6 . 5  X 1 05 
Yellow pe rch 




Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie 
Alew ife .. 





- - - ��-� ��-
-






-�----�""-�"=-�� --""- - ------"'"- - - � �------- =-----=------=- - � --=-_ -- - -=-=-- - --- - - - -- - --- --==------=---- - - �-- - --�� 
��---- -_ 
- • • • • • • • • .= • •• • 
-
•• • · - - •• • • • • • • 




Gizzard s had � . 0  X 1 05 
Ra lnbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 2 . 9  X 1 06 
Spottan s hiner 1 . 1  X 1 05 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 







Logpe rch darter 
T routperch 
Sculpin . .  
Whitefish 
TOTA L  
•. 
ESTIMATED N!JMB ER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E 
Sector fi. Cru lse 8 , 1 976 · ·· 
2 
4 . 5  X 1 06 
2 . 5  X 1 07 
7 . 4  X 1 04 
6 . 6 X 1 05 
.. 
3 
2 . 4  X 1 07 
3 . 0  X 1 07 




4 . 5  X 1 07 2 . 1 X 1 07 
' 
4 . 1 X 1 07 8 . 3  X 1 07 
6 . 5  X 1 05 
8 . 9 X 1 05 
6 . 5  X 1 05 ·2 .  7 X 1 06 
6 TOTAL 
8 . 3  X 1 07 1 . 8 X  1 08 
. 
8 .  7 X 1 08 1 . 1  X 1 09 
3 . 8  X 1 06 4 . 9  X 1 06 
1 . 6 X 1 06 
3 . 8  X 1 06 7 . 1  X 1 06 
' 
ESTIMATED. N UMB ER OF FIS H IN LAK.E E;R
.i E 
Sector &- Cru ise 9 , 1 976· - ·  
. . 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
. . 
Gizza rd shad 6 . 9  x 1 o5 2 . 1 X 1 06 4 •.. 9 X 1 07 1 . 8 X 1 08 1 .  7 X 1 08 8 . 3  X 1 07 4 . 9  X 1 08 
Ra inbow smelt. 
. 
Emerald shine r 1 . 4 X 1 06 3 . 9 X 1 06 1 . 4 X 1 07 2 . 0  x 1 0s 4 . 8  X 1 08 4 . 0  X 1 08 1 . 1  X 1 09 
Spotta il shiner 8 . 8 X 1 05 6 . 5 X 1 05 1 . 5 X 1 0e 
Carp 4 . 2  X 1 06 1 . 5 X 1 06 3 . 8  X 1 06 9 . 5  X 1 0E 
Freshwater drum 2 . 2 X 1 05 3 . 5 X 1 06 2 . 0 X 1 06 3 . 6 X 1 06 9 . s x 1 06 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
Crapp ie. 2 . 9 X 1 05 2 . 9  X 1 05 






���� ��- ----.:::- �=-- ---=----- - :-=-�=--=�� -=--=--L��- -:: --=--�-=-�--=--- -��--=----==-�- - - -- -- � --- -=: -- - - ��--= �-=� - -=- --=-- - -_ - < - -- - -= - - - - -- =-=-- - -�-� 





Gizzar-d shad 1 . 8 X 1 04 
Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 7 . 4  X 1 05 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
C rappie. 
Alewife 
L ogpe rch darter 
Troutperch 
S culpin .. 
Whitefish 
" TOTAL 
ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE· ERI E 
Sector E C'ru lse i o, 1 976 · 
2 3 
.• ' 
2 . 3 X 1 06 
1 . 6 X  1 06 2 . 3  X 1 06 
7 . 4  X 1 04 






2 . 0  X 1 06 
4 . 4 X 1 07 
5 
. 
5 . 4 X 1 0  6 
9 . 5  X 1 07 
' 
6 TOTAL 
. ,  
3 . 8  X 1 06 1 . 3 X  1 07 
. 
4 . 3  X 1 08 5 .  7 X 1 0E 
7 . 4  X 1 04 
7 . 4  X 1 04 
. "'--� .:::�-- -- -� -:_ - �  --�- ---=:.-.�-:: - . .  -� .  -. - -= -. �----;.· - --
-
- -=- _--�- =��� ----=::---:-:-:��---. --.---= ==-=-
--==-=-�-- -- - -�-=:--==----=--��:- -
-- -=-:=--�� . .  . . . 
- -- - -- - ----- - - - --- ----- · ---- -- - -- ---- · -
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER O F  FISH I N  · LAK.E ERI E 
Sector E Cru ise 1 1 • 1 976 · · · 
Depth. Zones 
Spectes 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 1 . 7 X 1 04 1 .  7 X 1 04 
. 
Rainbow smelt 
Emerald shine r 1 . 8 X 1 04 7 . 4  X 1 04 1 . 6 X 1 o7 3 . 6 X 1 06 1 . 1  X 1 07 3 . 1 X 1 07 
Spotta lt shiner 
Carp ., 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 




Qu ltlback carpsucker . 
C rappie 
Alewife ' 



















Qu it lback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alewlfe 1 . 8 X 1 04 





ESTIMATED N U MB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector li Cru ls� 1 2:; 1 976 · · 
" 
2 � 4 
. 
2 . 9  X 1 05 8 . 8 X 1 05 2 . o· x  106 






3 . 8 X 1 06 6 .9  X 1 0
6 
1 . 1 X 1 0E 
o r .. _ ..,__ - ._., ._, I ' I e 
ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH �N LAKE ERI E  
Sector E- Cru ise 14;-i· 1 976 
Depth Zones 






















- - � - �  - � � - - --:- . ----:-- . - � . .  -=- - - -:-- �-��� �. �. -� . �_::; 
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ESTIMATED. N UMB ER O F  FISH I N  LAKE· ERI E 
Sector F '  Cru lse 1 , 1 976 · · · 
Depth Zones 





Spotta ll shiner 
Carp 






Qu iltback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alewife .. 


















ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector F Cru lse 3 , 1 976 
�epth Zones 




Emerald sh iner 






















Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 


















Cru ise 4 ,  1 �76 
4 
. . . 
4 . 3  X 1 07 






4 . 3  X 1 07 
1 . 0 X 1 0€ 
ESTIMATED. NUMBER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E 
Sector F Crulse 5 ,  1 976 :. 
Oepth Zones 
Species 1 3 4 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
2 . 1  X 1 04 3 . 0  X 1 06 1 .9 X 1 07 3 . 4  X 107 
. 





Yellow perch 1 . 5 X 1 06 1 .  7 X 106 3 . 3  X 1 06 





C rappie. . 
Alewlfe •. 
Log perch darter 
Troutpercll 
Sculpin 1 . 5 X 1 06 1 . 5 X 1 06 
WhttefLsh 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FISH IN LAK.E ERI E 
Sector . p  CI"'Ulse 6 ,  1 976 · 
Depth Zones 
Species 1 3 4 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
4 . 3  X 1 04 3 . 5 X 1 06 7 . 8 X 1 06 1 . 7 X 1 07 
. 
2 . 9  X 1 07 Rainbow smelt 
Emerald shiner 
Spottall shiner 8 . 7 X 1 05 8 . 7 X 1 05 
Carp 
. 
F reshwater drum 
















-� - �- - - --
�
-
---- - - · �--� ��---� �-�� --� � �� . . - -- . .  �- : .  -- - - � - -- - - . - . . . - - ---- --. .  --------------- - . -----. __ .. _ .. _·_· ___ . _  . .  _____ _ -- - · _ _ ________;-
Depth Zones 
Species 1 
Gi zzard shad 1 . 5 X 1 05 
Rainbow smelt 
Emel"'ald sh iner 






Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 







��---- - - -- - -
-
� �-=-
ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E 
Sectol"' ·r CI"'U lse 7 , 1 976 · 
3 4 
8 .  7 X 1 05 
2 . 5  X 1 06 1 .  7 X 1 06 
.-
6 
1 .  7 X 1 07 
- - --
TOTAL 
1 . 8 X  1 0  
. � - - � - - - � ��-- - - - - ---------------
























4 . 1 X 1 05 
1 . 4 x � o6 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector F:. Cru ise 9 ,  1 976 · 
3 
. 
1 . 0 X 1 06 
5 . 1  X 105 





2 . 4  X 1 07 
2 . 5 X 1 07 




7 . 7 X 1 07 
3 . 6  X 1 08 
8 . 6 X 1 06 
��-= �- -----��:::--=-�-=-=- - -=---- _-....=::::.-�---==<-�==- -� = �  -- --�-=;;,::��.;._-;:_��--=- - -- - - -::-������l�,�-=:�:;���;::::..o:C�.;!o�t.� 
TOTAL 
1 . o  x 1 08 
. 
3 . 9  X 1 08 
4 . 8 X 1 06 
8 . 6  X 1 06 
. . . . . . . 
I 
-- -- - --- ---- --
-·
.
--- · _· __ ·_·_· c  ____ · · - _ _ ·_- _· _· · ·· _ ·  __
_ 
·_· _-__ - _  · _· _- ·_· · _· _




ESTIMATED N UMB � CF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 








Ra inbow smelt 
Emerald shiner 2 .0 X 1 06 2 .4 X 1 07 3 . 9  X 1 08 8 . 4  X 1 08 1 . 3 X 1 09 


















ESTIMATED NWMBER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E 
Sector F Cru ise 1 _1�; 1 976 · 
Oepth Zones 
Species 1 3 4 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard �had 8 . 7 X  105 8 . 7 x 1 oe 
. 
Rainbow smelt 
Emerald shiner 2 . 1 X 1 04 8 . 7 X 1 05 8 . 6  X 1 06 9 .4 X 1 06 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 













ESTIMATED N UMBER O F  FI$H IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector ·F Cruise 1 2, 1 976 
qepth Zones 




Emerald sh iner 8 . 6  X 1 04 a .  7 x 1 05 6 . 0  X 1 08 6 . 0  X 1 0  8 








Quitlback carpsucker  
Grapple 
Alewife .. . 





- · . -.-.:--==� - .  �--=----:-
-








=- - __ ------...;o-_- __ -
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FISH II:'J LAKE ERI E  
















ESTIMATED NUMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E · 
Sector G: Cru ise 1 , 1 976 
D�pth Zones 
Species 
1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 




Spotta it shiner 
Carp 






Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie 
Alew i fe .. 
Logpe rch darter 




ESTIMATED NUMBER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector G Cru lse 3 , 1 976 
Qepth Zones 
Species 
. 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 




Emerald shine r 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 2 .  7 X 1 07 � .  7 X 1 07 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 




Alew l fe .. 






ESTIMATED NUMB ER O F  FISH IN LAKE 'ERI E 
Sector .. S Cru ise 4 , 1976 · 
qepth Zones 






Ra inbow smelt ' 
l . 
Emerald shine r 
' I Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater dr.um 
Yellow -perch 2 . 2  X 1 07 2 . 2 :X 1 07 




Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie 
Alewife ' 






ESTIMATED. N UMB ER OF Fi"ISH IN · LAKE ERI E 
Sector G Cru ise 5 , - 1 976 · · 
D�pth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 
. 
Ra lnbow smelt 
Emer�ld shine r 
Spottait shiner 2 .  7 X 1 05 . �.  7 X 1 05 
Carp 
F reshwater d rum 
Yellow perch 7 2 . 3  X 1 0  . 2 • 3  X 1 07 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 1 . 5 X 1 0  5 1 . 5 X 1 05 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
C rappie 
Alewife .. 





ESTIMATED N UMBER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E  
Sector G CI"'U ise 7 , 1 976 · · 
D_epth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL ., 
Gizzard s had 1 . 9 X 1 08 1 . 9 X 1 08 
. 
Rainbow smelt 
Emerald sh ine r 
Spottail shiner 
Carp 




Wh ite bass 4 . 0  X 1 0
5 4 . 0  X 1 05 
Walteye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Quitlback carpsucker 
C rappie 1 . 5 X
.
1 05 1 . 5 X  1 0
5 
Alewife .. 





ESJ"IMATED N UMB ER OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sector G. Cru ise 8 ,  1 976 · 
Oepth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad · 1 ."4 X 1 0 9 1 .. 4 X 1 09 
. 
Rainbow smelt 




F reshwater drum 8 1 . 3 X  1 0 . 1 . 3 X  1 08 




Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu illback carpsucker 
C rappie 
AlewiFe '• 










Emerald shine r 
Spotta il shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yellow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu lltback carpsucker 
G rapple.  
Al ewife 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E ' ... .. "' 
Sector G Ct"U lse 9 , 1 976 · 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . 3  X 1 08 . 
2 . 2  X 1 06 
6 2 . 1 X 1 0 -
6 . 7  X 1 08 
. 
2 .  7 X 1 05 
.. 
6 TOTAL 
2 . 3  X 1 08 
. 
g . 2 X 1 06 
2 . 1  X 1 06 
6 .  7 X 1 0
8 
2 .  7 X 1 05 
. 
ESTIMP..TED N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sector G Cru lse 1 0  . ., 1 976 · 
D�pth Zones 
Species 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
. 
Gizzard shad 1 . 1  X 1 08 1 . 1  X 1 08 
' 
. 
Ra inbo.w sme t t 
Emerald sh ine r 7 . 3  X 1 06 7 . 3  X 1 06 
Spottait shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 3 . 2  X 1 05 3 . 2  X 1 0  
5 
yellow perch . 
Wh ite bass 1 . 6 X 1 05 1 . 6 X  1 0
5 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu iltback carpsucker 
Crappie 6 . 4  X ·1 05 6 . 4  X 1 05 
Alewlfe '• 





ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH 'l N LAKE ERI E 
Sector' 'G· 'Cr'u lse 1 1 ·, 1 976 
Depth Zones 
Spec ies 1 2 
3 4 0 6 TOTAL 
G i ZZO.r'd shad 1 .  7 X 1 0  7 1 . 7 X 1 07 
. 
Ra inbow smelt " ' ' 
Emer'ald shine r'  � •. 3 X 1 05 - .� . 3  X 1 05 




Yellow perch 1 . 5 X  1 05 1 . 5 X 1 0
5 




Sunfish 1 . 5 X 1 05 � . 5  X 1 05 , 
' 
Qu ittback carpsucker 
C rappie. 
Alew i fe .. 






ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN · LAKE ERI E 




1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 3 .2 X 1 06 f3 . 2  X 1 06 
. 
Ra inbow smett 
Emerald shine r 2 .4 X 1 06 2 . 4  X 1 06 
. 




Wh ite bass 3 . 2  X 1 05 3 .2 X 1 05 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu iltback carpsucker 
Crappie . 3 . 2  X 1 05 3 . 2  X 1 05 
Alewlfe .. 




TOTA L  
ESTIMATED N UMB ER OF FISH IN · LAK E  ERI E  
Sector G Cru lse 1 �  1 976 · 
·. 
l:?epth Zones 
S pec ies 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Gizzard shad 4 . 6 X 1 06 4 . 6  X 1 06 
. 
Ra inbow smelt 









Qu illback carpsucker 
Grapple_ S . 5 X 1 05 5 . 5  X 1 05 
Alewife .. 







Conmon sh i ner 
. .  
Gi zzard shad 
Sauger 
Sucker spp . 
Wa l l  eye 
Whi te bass 
Whi te sucker 
TABLE 7 
ESTIMATED NUMBE�, .OF.J .. ARVA.L FISW-EN"FERING .THE MAUMEE RIVER ESTUARY 
AT PERRYSBURG PER DAYa 
SAMPLE ·DATE ( 1 97-6)  
4-7 4-8 4-13 4-15 4-21 4-23 4-27 4-29 
' '3 . 89Xlos  1 :·27Xl06  2 . 2AX106 
· 2 . 59Xl04 
1 . 83Xl05 8 . 99X104 2 . 94Xlos 1 .  74X10s 2 . 16Xl04 
I 
1 . 47Xl04 5 . 96Xl04 
5-4 5-7 
2 . 33Xl04 
2 . 33X104 
Speci es 
Carp 
Conmon sh i ner 
G i zzard shad 
Sauger 
Sucker spp . 
Wal l eye 
Whi te bass 
Whi te sucker 
TABLE 7 
ESTIMATED NUMVER .OF lARVAL � I SH ENTERING THE r�UMEE RIVER ESTUARY 
AT PERRYSBURG PER DAY (CON ' T) 
SAMPL E DATE ( 1 976 ) 
5-10 5-14 5-18 5-20 5�25 5-27 6-1 6-3 
4 . 79X106 3 . 46X104 1 . 55X104 4 . 65X106 3 . 63X104 1 . 13X106 
1 . 12X104 
1 . 59X105 1 , 54X105 1 .  7 1Xl05 1 . 08Xl05 
-
4 . 75X104 1 . 21X104 
7 . 95X104 3 . 28Xl04 1 . 21X104 3 . 23X10s  
1 . 65X105 3 . 26Xl05  7 . 17X104 
6-8 
1 . 17X105  
3 . 89X104 
1 . 17X105 
a .  Estimate obtai ned by pool i ng mean dens i ty val ues from repl i cate samp l es at Stati ons 75 and 76 .  
The resultant mean dens i ty for the ri ffl e  zone was then mul ti pl i ed by the di scharge rate of 
the Maumee Ri ver i n  cub i c  meters per second to obtai n the total estimated numbers of l arvae 
enteri ng the estuary for the 24-hour peri od . Di scharge rates were converted from cub i c feet 
per second ( CFS ) as recorded by U . S .  Geol og i cal Survey at Watervi l l e ,  Oh i o  ( Fi gure 8 ) . 
Speci es 4-1 4-8 
Carp \. 
Crappi e spp ,  
Fres hwater drum 




Wal l eve 
Whi te Bass 
�Ih i  te Sucker 
Yel l ow Perch 
TABLE· 8 
ESTIMATED NUBMER OF LARVAL F I SH 
IN THE MAU��EE RIVER ESTUARY a 
SAMPLING DATE ,(1 976 )  
4-13 4-15 4 .. 21  4-23 
� . 46xto7: 
!J . 02x106 
. 




� . 6jx to7 
'9 � 48xto7 
13 . 1 6xlo7· 
I L OSx107 
t3 . 69x1o7 
4-29 
b . 1 1x 1o? 
7 . 02x106 
t1 . 02x106 
4 . 92x1o7 
- - 8 .. 1 .. 05x10 
5-4 5-7 
7-. 02x1o6 7 . 02x106 
7 . 02xto6 7 . 02x106 
7 . 02x106 
1 . 41xlo7 7 . 02x106 
4 . 92x107 7 . 02x106 
a .  Estimate obtai ned by pool i ng the mean val ues o f  surface and bottom dens i ti es of three sampl i ng l ocal i ti es :  
Corbutt Isl and area (Sta . 2 ,  16 and 16A ) ,  navi gati on channel area (Sta . 44 ) and mouth of the es tuary 
(Sta . 43 ) .  The resul tant mean densi ty for the estuary was then mul ti pl i ed by the vo l ume of water i n  the 
estuary from Corbutt Is l and to the mouth to obta i n  the total popul ati on esti mate . 
Speci es 5-10 5-12 
Carp 
Crappi e spp . 
Freshwater drum 




Wal l eye 1.. 41xl07 
Whi te Bass  2 . 1 1x107 
Whi te Sucker 
Yel l ow Perch 
TABLE 8 
ESTIMATED NUBMER OF LARVAL FISH 
IN. THE MAUMEE RIVER ESTUARY 
( CON ' T) 
SAMPLING DATE ( l 976 ) 
5-14 5-18 5-20 - 5-25 
1 . 41x1o7 . 5 . 62x10? 3 . 4x108 1 . 26x108 
2 . 63x 1o7 
1 .  9 1x ld9 6 . 04x109 1 . 97xl09 
1 . 02x1o6 1 . 41x1o7 5 . 27xlo7 
. 
1 . 58xlo7 
1 . 41xl0 7 1 t 32xl07 -
7 . 02x106 3 . 79xl08 2 . i9x108 3 . 58xlo8 
. .  1 .  05xlo1 
l 5 . 27xlo6 
5-27 6-1 ·• ·6-3 6-8 
5 . 27x107 1 .  58xl07 1 .  I1x108 5 . 27xlo7 
l . 05xlo? 
. 
8 . 95x107 2 . 27xlo8 2 . 42x1o8 
4 . 38x109 1 . 49x1o1C 7 . 03x1oH 5 . 15xlo1C 
5 . 27xto7 
5 . 27xl06 
5 . 27xl.o6 
3 .  58xl.O 8 4 . 12x10 9 2 . 05xl09 4 . 1 lxl08 
5 . 27xl06 
1 .  05xl07 -
R E S U LTS FROM P UMP USED AT BAYSHORE SCREEN HOUSE - 1 976 
Larval Flsh Expressed as Number per 1 00 M3 . ..... C\1 ("'\ .q- (X) cr. � 0 ..... ..... ..... C\1 � ('1"\ ..... ..... (X) ..... cr. DATE :A � ;}_ � :A � J,. � ..... � ..... :::t ..... ..... � ';::::: ..... til- ..... � j_ :A .A ..... ':?:; :A .rl. ..... .A ..... ..... .A ..... .A .... .A .A .A .A .A .A .A 
1200 2200 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 1200 2100 0900 2100 096o 2100 0� 2100 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 
TIME ON/OFF I I I I I I I I I oJ I I I I I I I I I I I 2200 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 2100 0900 2100 0900 210C 0900 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 
No .  HOURS 1 0  1 1  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  9 1 2  1 2  1 2" 1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  
VO LUME 1 54 1 70 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 39 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 e5 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 
PUMPED (M3) 
P UMP I NG 
DEPTH (M) 7 7 7 7 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 1 
WHITE BASS <1 < 1  3 < 1  2 24 3 
GIZZARD SHAD 2 3 
YE LLOW P.ERCH < 1  < 1  
FRESHWATER DR UM 
CAR P  1 4 1 2 < 1 
SME LT w w w w w w w w w < 1 
<( <( <( <( <( <( <( <( <( 
WH ITE S UCK ER < 1  if rf if & cr if if if if s s s s s s s s s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SAND SHINER z z z z z z z z z 
EGGS 
(>99 . 5% F.. W. DR UM) 3 < 1 2 1 2  3 <1 
. .  · - -- - - - ·  ... . .  
RESULTS FROM PUMP USED AT BAYSHORE SCREEN HOUSE - 1 976 
Larvat F lsh Expressed as Number per- 1 00 Ms . 
.... � '(E3 r- � @ C\1 � � '(E3 C\1 ...... .... s s � � � DATE g .";;;> � � C\1 � ('t'\ � ..... ..... C\1 ('t'\ ...... J.,. J.,. •J.,. J.,. J.,. J.,. � .J, .J, � � -l .J.. J_ � 1 � :A� .J, .J, .J, � 
. .  0900 2100 1200 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 2230 1200 2100 0900 2100 o9oo 2100 0900 2100 1130 0830 0930 
TIME ON/OFF I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
2100 l500 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 22�0 1�00 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 2100 0900 2030 09�. oq1o 
No . HOURS 1 2  1 8  9 1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  13 . 5  1 4 . 5 9 1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  9 25 24 
VO LUME 1 85 �78 139 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 208 224 1 39 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 85 1 39 386 �70 
PUMPED (M3) 
PUMPING 
DEPTH (M) 1 1 5 5 3 3 7 7 1 1 5 5 3 3 7 7 1 1 7 7 1 -
VVHITE BASS 1 1 0 6 32 < 1  108 22 1 6  3.!1 4 1 32 7 32 1 6  1 6  7 5 3 
GIZZARD SHAD 69 12  3 1  <1  32 1 6  1 6e 3 38 5 49 79 3 59 
YE LLOW PERCH 
FRESHWATER DR UM 1 1 6 22 1 6  
CARP <1 <1 
SME LT 
WHJTE SUCKER 
SAND SHINER <1 
EGGS 
(>99 . 5% F .  W.  DR UM) <1 <1 1 8  432 5 2 1 1  1 0  1 9  146 33 1 95 65 76 29 3 1 9  -424 67 576 
... .-:-
SP 
G i zzard shad 
Whi te bas s  
Wal l eye 
Fres hwater drum 
Logperch darter 
Carp 
Whi te sucker 
Troutperch 
Bl ack crapp i e  
Bl untnose mi nnow 
Johnny darter 
Other darters 
Sunf i s h  
Other suckers 
TOTAL 
TAS LE 1 0  
1 976 POPULATION ESTIMATES OF LARVAL FI SHES I N  THE SANDUSKY R I VER ESTUARY 
FROM STATION 74 TO S tati on 77a 
4-1 2 4 - 1 4  4-1 1 4-22 4-26 
1 . 6xl o5 
1 . 6x1 o4 
6� 7xl"05 2 . 4xl o5 B . l xl o4 9 .  Oxl o4 8 . 2xl o4 
9 . 8x l o4 1 . Txl o5 
4 . 1 xl o4 4 . 9xl o4 
1 .  6xl o4 
8 . 2xl o3 
6 . 7xl o5 2 . 4xl o5 8 . 1 xl o4 2 . 3xl o5 4 . 4xl os 
. . 
4-28 
1 . 6x l o5 
6 . 5xl o4 
8 . 2xl o4 
8 . 2xl o4 
2 . 4xl o4 
4 . 2xl o5 
. 
5-3 
l . l xl 05 
2 . 4xl o4 
1 . 6xl o4 
-
l . 3xl o5 
s . 2x1 o3 
8 .  2xl 0 3 
8 .  2xl o3 
� . Oxl o5 
. 
5-5 5- 1 1 
0 3 �8 •. 2xl 0 
-
5 . 7xl o4 4 . 7xl o5 
8 . 2xl o3 
7 . 3xl o4 4 . 7xl 0 5 
a .  Estimates obta i ned by pool i ng the surface , bottom , and r i ffl e-ta i l  dens i ti es of four samp l i ng l ocati ons : 
74 , 75 , 76 , a nd 77 . The resul tant mean dens i ty for the estuary was then mul ti pl i ed by the vol ume of 
water i n  the estuary from the fi rst ri ffl e to the mou th . 
s 
Gi zzard shad 
Whi te bas s  




Whi te suc ker 
Troutperch 
Black crappi e 
B1 untnose mi nnow 
Johnny darter 
Other darters 
Sunfi sh  
Other suckers 
TOTAL 
TAB LE 1 0  CO N' T .  
1 976 POPULATION ESTIMATES O F  LARVAL F ISHES I N  TH� SANDUSKY RI VER ESTUARY 
FROM STATION 74 TO S tati on 77 
5- 1 3  5-1 7 5-1 9 5-24 5-26 s.:-31 6-2 
1 . 6x1 o4 1 . 7x1 o5 3 . 1 x1 o5 7 . 0x 1 05 1 . 6x1 o6 1 .  9x1 0 7 5 . 6x1 0 6 
7 . 3x1 o4 a . 2x 1 04 J . ox1 o5 3 . 7x1 o5 2 . 6x1 o6 1 . 3x1 o5 
3 . 7x 1 o5 2 . 6x1 o5 
2 . 0x1 o5 3 . 0x1 05 2 . 4x1 o4 5 . 7x 1 o4 7 . 3x1 04 2 .  2x1 0 
5 
o . sx1 o5 9 . 3x1 o5 1 .  6x1 o4 1 .  9x1 0 5 3 . 8x1 o5 
a . 2x1 o3 a . 2x1 o3 1 . 1 x 1 as a .  2xl o3 3 . 3x1 0 4 
1 . 3x1 o5 
8 . 3xH )3 
8 . 3x1 o3 
. 
1 .  6x1 o4 a . 2x1 o3 a . 2x 1 o3 
8 . 2x1 o3 1 .  6x1 o4 3 . 3x1 o4 
2 . 3x1 o5 1 . 4x1 06 1 .  5x 1  o6 1 . 1 x 1 o6 2 . 5x1 o6 2 . 2x1 07 � . 5xl o6 
6-7 
8 . 4x1 o6 
1 . 1 x1 D6 
-
8 . 9x1 o4 
2 .· ox1  o5 
8 . 3x1 o3 
9 . 8x1 o4 
9 .  9.x1 o6 
a .  Estimates obta i ned by pool i ng the surface , bottom , and ri ffl e-ta i l  dens i tj es of four sampl i ng l ocati ons : 
74 , 75 , 7 6 ,  and 77 . The resul tant mean  dens i ty for the estuary was then mul ti pl i ed by the vol ume of 










Wh ite bass 
Wa\\eye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 









3 . 5 X 
.. 
ESTIMATED NUMBER. O F  FISH IN LAKE. ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 1 .t 1 976 
2 3 4 5 
.. 
1 04 6 . 0  X 1 04 6 . 2  X 1 05 . 
6 
. .  ... 
TOTAL 









Yell ow perch 




Qu illback ca rpsucker 
Grapple 
Alewtfe · 
Logpe rch darter 
T routperch 




5 . 4  X 
9 . 3 X 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER  O F  FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru tse 2 , 1 976 
Note : Partial Survey 






5 . 4  X 1 04 



















M iller ' s  thumb 
Whitefish 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED, NUMBER. O F  FISH IN LAKE ER.I E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 3 ,  1 976 · 
1 2 3 · 4  5 
1 . 4  X 1 07 9 . 3  X 1 05 1 . 3  X 1 06 
3 . 9 X 1 07 2 . 7 X 1 o8 2 . 7 X 1 0  
8 
9 . 4 X 1 07 1 . 9  X 1 07 
4 . 4 X 1 06 3 . 3  X 1 07 1 . 6 X 1 0
7 
1 . 6 X 1 07 4 . 2  X 1 0
6 




1 . 5 X 1 05 
8 . 9 X 1 04 1 . 4 X 1 0E 
6 TOTAL 
1 . 6 X 1 07 
8 . 0  X 1 06 7 . 0  X 1·08 . 
9 . 6 X 1 0
6 8 
1 . 8 X 1 0  
1 . 6  X 1 06 
1 . 5 X 1 05 





Emerald shine r 
Spottait shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater drum 
Yell ow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker . 
Sunfish 
Q\,Jil tback carpsLicker 
Crappl� 
Atew lfe 
Logpe rch darter 
T routperch 
M lHer's thumb 
Whlteftsn 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER .  OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 4 ,  1 976 
. 
1 2 3 4 5 
3 . 8  X 1 06 
8 . 8  X 1 05 1 . 5 X 1 06 8 . 4  X 1 0
6 
5 . 4  X 1 07 2 . 4  X 1 06 
2 . 6 X 1 07 
6 
4 . 5  X 1 07 1 08 1 0
8 8 . 9  X 1 0  1 . 7 X  1 . 5 X 
1 . 4 X 1 05 1 0
4 6 5 6 . 0  X 1 . 3 X 1 0  6 . 2  X 1 0  
1 . 5 X '1 05 
' 
6 TOTAL 
3 . 8  X 1 06 
6 .  7 X 1 07 
1 . 8 X 1 08 5 . 8  X 1 08 
1 . 6 X 1 06 3 . 7  X 1 0
E 










Yell ow perch 
Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu itlback carpsucker 
Grapple 
Alew ife 
Logpe rch darter 
T routperch 




1 . 8 X 1 05 
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER . O F  FISH IN LAK E  ERI E 
Sectors A-G 1 Cru lse 5 , 1 976 · 
2 3 4 5 
4 ;9 X 1 06 
6 
1 06 7 
8 
8 . 6  X 1 08 3 . 6  X 1 0  
2 .  7 X 1 05 
2 . 4 X 1 07 
1 . 5 X 1 05 
14 . 5  X 1 04 
7 . 8  X 
� . 5  X 1 06 
4 . 3 X 1 0  
1 . 2 X 1 07 
.. 
1 . 5 X 1 06 
1 . 1  X 1 0  
2 . 1  X 1 0
7 
1 . 8 X 1 0
7 
6 . 5  X 1 05 
. 
6 
3 . 4  X 1 08 
6 
3 . 8  X 1 0  
TOTAL 
5 . 0  X 1 06 
1 . 4  X 1 09 
2 .  7 X 1 05 
7 
8 . 5  X 1 0  
1 . 5 X 1 0  
5 
4 . 5  X 1 04 
6 . 5  X 1 0  
5 
1 . 5  X 1 06 
-- - - -- - �-- - -= � � 
· -· . -��-o '· · ·-=--- -�����--� - · ·- · . , - --- � ��� . 
_::· - � ·-"'�
- �·- -�

























6 . 1 X 1 04 
ESTIMATED N UMB ER .  O F  FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sectors A-G, Cru ise 6, 1976 
Note : Partlat Survey 
2 3 4 5 6 
8 . '1 X 1 05 4 . 0 X 1 06 1 . 2  X 1 07 1 •. 2 X 1 07 8 . 8  X 1 07 
4 . 6  X 1 05 8 . 7 X 1 05 
2 . 3  X 1 05 
4 . 3  X 1 04 7 . 2  X 1 05 4 . 6  X 1 06 1 . 8 X 1 06 1 . 6 X 1 06 







1 . 2 X 1 0  
1 . 3  X 1 06 
2 . 3  X 1 05 
8 . 7 X 1 0€ 





Emerald sh iner 
Spottait shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater dru m  
Yellow perch 




Qu it tback carpsucker 
C rappie 
Alewife 
Log pe rch darter 
Troutperch 
Miller' s thumb 
Whitefish 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED. N UMB ER . O F  FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 7 ,  1 976 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . 2  X 1 0
8 
1 . 7 X 1 0
7 ., 








1 06 8 . 5  X 5 . 9 X 1 0  2 . 8  X 7 . 5  X 9 . 8  X 
1 . 3 X 1 07 1 . 5 X 1 08 8 . 6 ·X 1 06 
9 . 1 X 1 0
6 
6 . 5  X 1 05 
5 
1 06 7 . 6  X 1 0  3 . 9  X 
1 . 1  X 1 06 
. 
2 . 9 X 1 0
5 
1 . 1  x 1 0e 
'• 




1 . 7 X 1 07 3 . 6  X 1 08 
2 . 0 X 1 0
7 2 . 0 X 1 07 
2 . 7 X 1 07 4 . 8  X 1 07 
3 . 8  X 1 07 5 . 9  X 1 07 
9 .  7 X 1 06 
6 
4 .  7 X 1 0  
1 . 1 X 1 06 
1 . 4  X 1 0E 
8 •. 6 X 1 06 
.., 







Eme rald sh ine r 
Spotta it shiner 
Carp 
F reshwater d rum 
Yell ow perch 
Wh ite bass . 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 





M lller' s thumb 
Whlteflsf'l 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED NUMB ER . OF FISH I N  LAKE ERI E 
Sec�ors A-G , Cru lse 8 , 1 976 · 
. 
1 2 3 4 5 
-
1 09 2 . 3  X 1 08 7 8 
B 1 . 5 -X 6 . 3  X 1 0  1 . 3 X 1 0  2 . 1  X 1 0  
2 . 1 X 1 04 
8 . 8 X 1 06 4 . 0  X 1 07 1 . 9 X 1 08 4 . 0  X 1 08 2 . 4 X 1 08 
2 . 7 X 1 05 
5 3 . 2  X 1 0  2 . 2  X 1 06 5 . 8 X 1 08 . 
1 . 1  X 1 06 1 06 1 . 1  X 1 06 1 05 7 2 . 0  X a .  1 x 1. . 4 X 1 0  
1 . 3 X 1 08 6 3 . 4 X 1 07 1 07 . 1 06 3 . 5  X 1 0  2 . 0  X 6 . 8 X 
3 . 0  X 1 06 6 4 . 3  X 1 05 4 . 3  X 1 0  
2 . 3  X 1 05 
2 . 2 X 1 05 2 . 1 X 1 06' 1 . 9 X 1 06 1 . 2  X 1 07 





1 . 1 X 1 08 t;2 . 2  X 1 09 
2 . 1 X 1 04 
1 . •  0 X 1 09 1 . 9 X 1 0  9 
5 . 4  X 1 0E 5 . 9  X 1 08 
4 . 4  X 1 07 6 . 4  X .1 0 7 
1 . 2 X  1 07 j2 . 1 X 1 0 8 
7 . 6  X 1 06 
2 . 3  X 1 05 
1 . 6 X 1 0  7 














Qu lttback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alewife 
Log pe rch darter 
T routperch 
M iller' s thumb 
Whttefish 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER .  O F  FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 9, 1 976 · ·  
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . 5 X 1 08 2 . 3  X 1 07 7 . 6 X 107 2 . 3  X 1 08 2 . 6 X 108 
4 . 7  X 1 05 
4 . 3  X 1 07 1 . 3 X 1 07 8 9 . 7 X. 1 0 ·  5 . 9  X 1 08 2 . 4 X 1 09 
8 . 8 X 105 4 . 5 X 1 06 
2 . 5 X 1 06 4 . 9  X 1 0  6 1 . 5 X 106 106 4 . 5 X 
6 . 7 X 1 08 4 . 5 X 1 0  6 8 .9  X 106 2 . 3  X 107 1 . 9 X, 1 07 
5 5 2 . 1 X 106 3 . 9 X 106 1 . 1  X 1 0  1 . 2 X 1 0  
2 .  7 X 105 2 . 9  X 105 
. 
.. 6. 5 X 1 05 
6 
3 . 0  X 1 08 
9 . 4  X 1 08 
3 . 8 X 1 06 
2 . 7  X 107 
8 . 6  X 106 
TOTAL 
1 . 1  X 1 09 
4 .  7 X 1 05 
5 . 0  X 1 09 
5 . 4 X 1 06 
., 
1 . 7 X  1 07 
7 . 6  X 1 08 
6. 3 X 1 0  6 
9 . 1 X 1 06 











Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh ite sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu lllback carpsucker 
C rapple 
Alew ife 
Logpe rch darter 
Troutperch 




1 . 1  X 
1 .  7 X 
1 . 8 X 
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER .  OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
Sectors A-G , Cru lse 1 0, 1976 · 
2 3 4 5 
8 
1 07 3 .9 X 1 07 1 . 5 X 1 08 7 10  3 . 5 X 4 . 7 :>,< 1 0  
1 07 2 . 9  X 1 07 1 .4 X 1 09 1 . 1  X 1 09 7 . 5 X 108 
1 04 7 . 4  X 1 04 
1 . 5 X 1 06 2 .4 X 1 06 
4 . 0  X 1 05 7 . 4  X 1 04 3 . 1  X 105 2 .4· X 1 06 
5 
2 . 0  X 1 0  
6 . 8 X 1 05 
2 . 7'  X 1 05 .. 
E 6 
8 . 6  X 1 0  3 . 9  X 1 0  
6 TOTAL 
·. 
3 . 8 X 1 06 3 . 8 X 1 08 
3 . 2  X 1 09 6 .4  X 1 09 
9 :1 X 104 
3 . 9  X 1 06 
!3 . 1 X 10  6 
2 . 0 X 1 05 ' 
6. 8 X 1 05 
2 .  7 X 1 05 





Emerald shine r 
Spottait shiner 
Carp 
Freshwater dru m  
Yellow perch 







Logpe rch darter 
Troutperch 
Miller' s thumb 
Whitefish 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER . . OF FISH I N  LA�� ERI E; 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 1 1 , 1 976 · 
. . . 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . 2  X 1 07 5 . 2  X 1 06 4 • .  7 X 1 06 8 . 6  X 1 06 7 .4  X 106 
7 . 2 X 1 06 7 . 4  X 1 06 1 . 3  X 1 08 1 . 6 X 1 08 3 . 3  X 1 08 
7 . 0  X 1 05 
8 . 6  X 1 05 
1 . 5 X 1 05 
2 . 7 X 1 05 
1 . 5 X 1 05 







4 . 8 X 1 07 
6 . 3  X 1 07 7 . 0  X 1 0E 
7 . 0 X 1 0P 
8 . 6  X 1 0
5 
1 . 5 X 1 05 
2 .  7 X 1 05 
1 . 5 X 1 05 









Yell ow perch 










M ltler's thumb 
Whitefish 
TOTAL 
ESTIMATED. NUMB ER O F  FISH IN LAKE ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 1 2, 1 976 · 
1 2 3 4 5 
. 
6. 7 X 1 o6 3 .4 X 1 06 4 . 4  X 1 06 
1 . 6 X  107 
7 
7 . 7 X 1 07 8 
8 1 . 5 X 1 0  1 . 1 X 1 0  1 . 1  X 1 0  
3 . 8 X 1 05 
3 . 2  X 1 05 
3 . 2  X 1 05 
3 . 6  X 1 04 5 1 0E 2 . 8 X 1 0  •. 2 . 0  X 
6 TOTAL 
1 . 5 X 1 07 
1 0  f. 9 7 . 3  X 1 . 1  X 1 0  
3 . 8 X 1 05 
3 . 2  X 1 05 · 
3 . 2  X 1 05 














Qu itlback carpsucker 
Crappie 
Alew ife 
Log perch darter 
T routperch 
M iller' s thumb 
Whl.teftsn 
TOTAL 
ESTI MATED. NUMB ER . OF FISH IN · LA.K.E" ERI E 
Sectors A-G , Cru ise 1�  1 976 · · 
Note : Incomplete ,  only Sec '' D" 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 . a  x 1 04 1 . 6 X 1 oe 
.. 
TOTAL 





Gizzard shad 4 . 6  X 
Rainbow smelt 











Grapple (\/Yhlte) 5 . 5 X 
Alewlfe 
Logpe rch darter 
T routperch 
M iller's thumb 
Whtteftsh 
TOTAL 
. "' ·- --- .. , - - · ... . .  
ESTIMATED N-UMB ER -€JF FISH I N  LAKE ER.I E 
Sectors A-G , C ru ise 14,, 1 976 
. 
2 3 4 5 
1 06 
I 








4 . 6 X 1 06 
. 
3 . 7 X  1 0E 











Wh ite bass 
Walleye 
Wh lte sucker 
Sunfish 
Qu lllback carpsucker 
Cr�pple 
Alew ife 





TAB LI::. 1;2 
ESTIMATED. N UMB ER OF FISH IN LAKE ERI E  
1 
7 .2 X. 1 06 
. 
... . . .. . 
· cR UISES 1 -1 4 , 1 976 · 
2 I Partial 3 .4 6 
Survey 
7 
3 .a x 1 06 5 . 0  X 1·06 1 . 6 x  1 0  
6 . 7 x 1 07 1 . 4  X 1 09 
2 .  7 X 1 05 
5 . 4  X 1 04 7 . 0  X 1 0a 5 . a  X 1 0a a . 5  X 1 07 
9 . 3  X 1 0  6· 1 . a X 1 0a 3 .  7 X 1 06 1 .  5 X 1 05 
1 . 6 x 1 0  6 1 . 5 X 1 05 
4 . 5  X 1 04 
.. 
6 . 5  X 1 05 
1 . 5  X 1 05 1 . 5 X 1 0  6 





3 . 6 X 1 0a 
1 . 2  X 1 0a 2 . 0  X 1 07 
1 . 3 x 1 06 4 . a  X 1 0  7 
2 . 3  X 1 05 5 . S X 1 07 
9 .  7 X 1 06 
a .  7 x 1 06 
6 4 .  7 X 1 0  
a ·  
1 . 1 X 1 0  
3 . 6 X 1 04 
1 . 4  X 1 0  6 
1 . 5 x 1 o7 
a 
9 2 .• 2 X 1 0  
2 . 1 x 1 o4 
1 . 9 X 1 09 
5 . 9 x 1 o8 
6 . 4  x 1 o7 
2 . 1 X 1 0a 
7 . 6  X 1 06 
5 2 . 3 x 1 0 
1 . 6 X 1 0  7 
6 . 5 X 1 0� 
Cruises 9: 
Spec ies 
Gizzard shad 1 . 1  x 1 o9 
' 
Ra inbow smelt 4 . 7 x 1 05 
Emerald sh ine r 5 . 0  X 1 0  9 
Spottail shiner 5 . 4  X 1 0  6 
Carp 1 . 7 x  1 07 
Freshwater drum 7 . 6  X 1 08 
Yellow perch 
6 




Qu illback carpsucker 
Crapple 9 . 1 X 1 06 
Alewi fe 6 . 6  X 1 05 





TAB LE 'f2' CON'T .  
ESTIMATED NUMB ER O F  �ISH I N  LAKE ERI E  
- CR UISES 1 -1 4 , ' 1 976 
I 1 3  1 0  1 1  12  Partial 
Survey 
3 . 8  X ·1 08 4 . 8  X 1 07 1 . 5 x 1 o7 
6 .4 X 1 09 7 . 0  X 1 08 1 . 1 X 1 0  
9 
1 . 6  X 1 06 
9 . 1 X 1 0  4 
3 . 9  X 1 06 7 . o  .x 1 05 
3 . 1 x 1 06 8 . 6  X 1 0  5 3 . 8  X 1 05 
• 5 1 . 5 X 1 0  
2 . 0  X 1 0  5 2 .  7 X 1 05 3 . 2  X 1 05 . 
1 •. 5 X 1 05 I 
I 
6 . 8  X 1 0  5 3 . 2  X 1 05 
5 2 . 7 x 1 0 ·· 1 .  7 x 1 o6 2 . 3  X 1 06 
4 . 8  X 1 06 
·� 
. .  
1 4  TOTAL 
: 
4 . 6  X 1 06 4 . 2  X 1 09 I 
1 . 6  X 1 09 
� .  7 X 1 06 1 . 5 x 1 o1 0  
6 . 4  X 1 0  8 
1 . 5 X 1 0  8 
9 . 8  X 1 08 
1 . 4  X 1 09 
1 . 6 x 1 o1 
2 . 0  X 1 Q  8 
1 . a  x 1 0� 
3 . 8  X 1 05 
4 
4 . 5 X 1 0  
5 . 5 X 1 05 1 . 2 X 1 07 
2 . 1 x 1 07 
2 . 0  X 1 07 
6 . 5 X 1 05 
1 .  7 X 1 06 






Gi zzard shad 
Emeral d  shiner 
Gi zzard s had 
Emeral d  shiner 
Drum 
Gi zzard s had 
Emera l d  s hi ner 
Drum 
Whi te bass  
Gi zzard shad 
Emeral d s hi ner 
Stati on·� D 5/1 
Da 1 045 
Length {nm) 
1 0-1 6 




Station : D 2/1 
Da 1 1 20 




1 2-1 3 
8 
DAY VS . NIGHT TOWS 
Date : 7-4-76 
SURFACE 
Ni  ht 2330 







1 7  
2 
2 
1 2  
7 
Gi zzard s had 1 3-1 9 
Al ewi fe 20-25 
Smel t 21  
Emeral d  s hi ner 7-1 1 
Carp 7 
Whi te bas s  1 0  
BOTTOM 
Gi zzard s had 1 0-1 6 
Al ewi fe 20-23 
Smel t 1 7-38 
Emera l d shi ner 
Carp 
Whi te bass 1 0  
Date : 7-4-76 
SURFACE 
Ni ht 2 320 
BOTTOM 
Al ewi fe 
Emeral d  shi ner 
Spottai l  shi ner 
Drum 
Gi zzard s had 
Al ewi fe 
Smel t 
Emera l d shi ner 
Drum 










1 0  
No/1 00 m3 
1 6  






















SURFACE/BOTTOM VS . OBLI QUE TOWS 
Stati on : D 5/ 1  Date : 7-7-76 Time : 1,500 hrs . Spec i es :  Emeral d shi ners 
Tow No . Surface Bottom Mean S/B Obl igue 
1 31 0* 34 1 72 1 2  
2 458 64 261 49 
3 1 28 25 77 28 
4 204 25  1 1 4 1 6  
5 225 37 1 31 63 
* Al l  numbers are No . 1 arvae/ 1 00 m3 water 
